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Abstract
Magnetic resonance imaging is a modern imaging technique, which is completely digi-

tal. This property enables a wide range of quantification and visualization options for the

image information. In this work specific medical image processing methods were stud-

ied: image segmentation, three-dimensional (3D) visualization, and multimodal imag-

ing. The source data were various neurological images obtained from magnetic

resonance imaging and electroencephalograph (EEG) signals. The segmented images

were applied in several research projects leading to the reconstruction ofresistive head

models, volumetric analysis of brain lesions, and visualization of segmented structures.

In addition, measured EEG signals and 3D images were combined to produce multi
modal images.

In order to implement the segmentation and visualization applications, several new algo-

rithms and software were developed. These are presented in detail in this thesis. The per-

formance and accuracy of the methods were tested. The results demonstrate relatively

high reproducibility and accuracy in segmentation and volumetric analysis, photo-realis-

tic images in 3D visualizatton, and high operation speed in multi-modal imaging. The

developed software packages have proved to operate intuitively, to be user friendly, and

to form an applicable and functional image analysis package for neurological and radio-

logical applications.
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1. Introduction

After the introduction of digital imaging devices in medicine, computerized tissue rec-

ognition and classification (i.e., segmentation) have become important in research and

clinical applications. Segmented data can be applied among numerous research fields

including volumetric analysis of particular tissues and structures, construction of ana-

tomical models, three-dimensional (3D) visualization, and multi-modal visualization
(Fig. 1). Segmentation is essential in modern image analysis. This thesis employs vari-
ous segmentation methods for MR images in neurological and radiological applications.

Further, MR imaging and 3D visualization techniques are presented and discussed

briefly.

Reconstruction of head models

Segmented neural structures can be applied in the reconstruction of piecewise homoge-

nous digital head models. Segmented MR images can be applied directly in forming
conductivity models consisting of volume elements. One such conductivity model is the

finite difference element model (FDM) [Laame 1996]. Because bone tissue has a rela-
tively low conductivity, it affects strongly the EEG amplitude measured from the scalp.



Also the variation in scalp thickness can cause a 2O-40Vo variation in EEG amplitude

[Lehtinen et al.,1996, Babiloni eta1.,1997]. A reasonable head model requires at least
the segmentation of scalp, skull, cSF, grey matter, and white matter of the brain. The
models can be utiiized, e.g., in simulations enabling electrical modeling of the brain
activity [Yvert et al., 1995, Babiloni et al., lggi]. Head modeling enables numerous
applications, such as the detection of epileptic foci and other sources [Scherg et a1.,

1992, 1993, 19941. Head models can be applied also in other simulations, such as com-
puting the absorption of electromagnetic radiation [Hombach et al., 1996].

SOURCE DATA METHODS APPLICATIONS

Segmented anatomv
(ai'atomical mode6)

Figure l: Segmentation and its applications. Segmented anatomical structures
can be applied in volumetric analysis and in the reconstruction of head models.
Further additiorual infortnation, such as measured or simulated signals can be
integrated with 3D presentation in order to forrn multi-modal representations.

Volumetric analysis

Due to the increasing accuracy of MR images and segmentation, it is possible to define
non-invasively the volumes of different organs, neural structures, and pathological
lesions. In addition, various neurological conditions, such as brain atrophy, edema asso-

ciated with various disorders, and brain hematomas can be estimated based on volumet-
ric analysis. Multiple Sclerosis (MS) has been widely studied utilizing volumetry

[Kamber et ai., i995, Frank et a1.,1996, Filippi et a1.,1996, Gawne-Cain et al., 1996,

Johnston et a1., 1996, Losseffet al., l996,wang et al., 1996, Samarasekeraet ar., 1997f.
The volume of MS plaques and the degree of cerebral atrophy have been measured and
correlated to clinically measured signs of the disease. Other common volumetric appli-
cations are the analysis of different tumors [velthuizen et al., 1995, peck et al., 1996],



brain infarcts [Brott et al., 1989, Mathews et al., 1992, Bryan et a1., 1994, Beleoosesky

et al., 19951, and neurodegenerative diseases [Wahlund etal.,1992, Vogels et al., 1995,

Fox et al., 1996, Freeborough et al., 1996, Hasboun et al., 1996, Julin et al., 1997, Dev-
ernoy et al., 19981. The measured volumes of particular neural structures and patholo-
gies can be utilized in determining appropriate treatment. Further, a set of consecutive

MR studies together with volumetry enable an efficient follow-up of disease progres-

sion. Such technique can be applied e.g., in the treatment of MS and the radiation ther-
apy of tumors.

Visualization of segmented structures

Neurological MR images can be displayed three-dimensionally, enabling efficient analy-

sis of MRI data; anatomical structures are easier to render from 3D images than from
conventional 2D slices. 3D graphics has been applied among clinical medicine in order
to plan operations fZarnoru et al., 19941 and visualizing tumors and other anomalies

[Gerke et al., 1996]. In addition, multi-modal imaging including measured or simulated
information and MRI data, enable efficient spatial visualization of EEG signals and

computed electric fields [Penin et a1.,1981, Koles et aI., 1988, Perrin et al., 1989, Lopes

da Silva 1993, Medina et a7.,1994, George et al., 19951.

Purpose of the study

The purpose of this study was to develop specific algorithms and techniques, with the

ability to segment and visualize medical images. The software was designed to operate

sufficiently fast for routine use in a PC environment. The aims of the study are as fol-
lows:

To develop a technique to segment medical images for

- Resistive head models
- Volumetric analysis

To develop techniques to display medical images in 3D for presenting

- Raw images
- Segmented images
- EEG distributions on MR images

't.
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2. Review of the Literature

2.1 Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Magnetic resonance imaging is the most important imaging technique in visualizing
non-invasively the neuroanatomy. The basic theory of magnetic induction was first
introduced by Bloch et al. [1946] and Hahn et al. [950]. However, the methods capable

of producing MR images were presented by Lauterbur et al. 119731. Superconductors

enabled the technical implementation in 1977 [Cohen 1996]. The imaging accuracy,

speed, and image quality have increased dramatically with present day technology. The

improvements are extensively due to technical development of computing resources and

high field magnets. Nevertheless, relativeiy high quality images can be produced using

very low field magnets [Sepponen et al., 1985, Ramadan et aL., 19977. Also new fast

MRI techniques have been developed to reduce the scanning time. The development of
different imaging sequences has enabled efficient visualization of anatomical, patholog-

ical, and functional details of neural structures.



2.L.L Pulse Sequences

Different types of RF pulses can be applied in generating MR images capable of visual-

izing particular tissues and pathological conditions. The frequency, duration, repetition

times (TR), echo time (TE), and energy of the RF pulses can be adjusted. The basic MR
image types (T1, T2, and PD) can be generated by changing these parameters. T1-

weighted images (typical parameter values: TE=20ms, TR=500ms) are able to generate

great contrast between fluids (fluid may not contain paramagnetic particles) and lipids.

Different structures and tissues of the head and brain are excellenfly visualized and

therefore it is commonly used in anatomical studies. Also axonal loss can be efficiently

visualized in neurodegenerative diseases. T2-weighted images (TE=100ms,

TR=2000ms) are able to emphasize fluids, different neural structures, and pathological

conditions. Proton density images (TE=30ms, TR=2000ms) can visualize efficiently

CSF spaces and pathologies inside the ventricles.

Different image acquisition techniques, such as spin-echo (SE), fast spin-echo (FSE),

gradient-echo (GE), and spoiled gradient recalled (SPGR) have been developed

enabling faster imaging and pulse sequence applications. Pulse sequence parameters can

be varied, and in addition, the resulting images can be combined. This appears to be

extremely useful in order to emphasize lesions of various diseases, and in segmentation

of different tissues [Taxt et al., 1994]. The most commonly used sequences are the fluid
attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR, T2-weighted image, in which CSF is nulled),

inversion recovery (IR, emphasizes the contrast between white and grey matter), and

magnetization transfer contrast (MTC, emphasize the white and grey matter boundary).

If the structure in a study is in the order of the slice thickness, a phenomenon called the

partial volume effect may take place, bluning the information [Turner et al., 1979,

Johnston B et al., 19961. Such phenomenon causes problems in image analysis but can

be avoided by using thin sections or advanced imaging techniques, such as 3D MRI.
Most commonly used 3D MRI sequences are the spoiled gradient recalled (Tl SPGR)

and 3D T2 fast spin echo (T2 FSE).

2.1.2 New MRI Techniques

In order to reduce MRI scanning time, fast MRI techniques, such as echo-planar imag-

ing (EPI), and turbo gradient spin echo (TGSE), can be applied. At present, the quality

ofconventional spin echo and gradient echo images appears to be better when compared

to fast MRI techniques lClanet et al., 1997). MRI techniques based on blood perfusion

of the tissue or water diffirsion, form a novel group: "functional MRI" [Krone et al.,

1992, Cohen 1996, Kuikka et a1.,1996, Liu et al., 19981. Functional MRI enables visual-

ization of brain functions and anatomy. Similar techniques can be applied in functional

and anatomical visualization of brain tumors enabling evaluation of disease progression

[Aronen et al., 1993]. Diffusion-weighted MRI is capable of visualizing cortical connec-

tivity conveyed by specific pathways or tracks in the white matter [Makris et aI., 1997].



Diffusion-weighted MRI technique could be applied, e.g., in the reconstruction of uniso-
tropic resistivity models of the brain's white matter. The continuous development of dif-
ferent pulse sequences reveals new images capable of visualizing particular tissue types

of pathologies.

2.2 Segmentation Techniques

During the last three decades, computerized segmentation techniques have been studied

among numerous scientific fields including, e.9., pattern recognition, computer vision

systems, and medical imaging. In general, most of the basic methods can be utilized
among all segmentation applications. Various segmentation techniques can be classified

using two criteria: operation principle or the level of interactivity. Some operation prin-
ciple classifications are the boundary-based techniques, the region-based techniques,

and the statistical techniques (Fig. 2). The level of inieractivity in tum can be classified

as manual, semiautomatic, or automatic. Different techniques can be integrated, hence

making accurate classification difficult. Both manual and automatic techniques have

their advantages and disadvantages. Automatic methods are sensitive to noise and unex-

pected situations. This will leading to errors, that are not corrected. Nevertheless, the

results are highly reproducible. Manual and semi-automatic methods are not as sensitive

to noise. Reproducibility is usually poor, because the operator can affect the accuracy of
results considerably. The quantitative comparison of different segmentation algorithms

is very difficult because numerous issues must be taken into account. Still several statis-

tical approaches have been suggested to evaluate the efficiency, advantages, and limita-
tions of different algorithms fZhang, 1997).

Figure 2: Dffirent segrnentation principles. Classification and segmentation
have very simil.ar objectives, and it is not rare that segmentation leads to classifi-
cation, andviceversa.



2.2.1" Boundary-Based Techniques

The first commonly used boundary-based segmentation technique was manual ffacing.

During the last two decades, this technigue has greatly evolved toward edge detection

and automatics. Conventional boundary-based segmentation techniques utilize different

gradient operators [Jain 1989, Heinonen 1996]. Combing this technique with threshold-

ing, results in a binary image emphasizing edges. To detect the emphasized edges, sev-

eral simple techniques such as contour following, edge linking, heuristic graph

searching, dynamic programming [Jain 89], and shortest spanning trees [Kwok and Con-

stantinides 19971 have been developed. Quite often, conventional methods result in false

or broken edges, due to complex and noisy source images. In order to solve this, tech-

niques called whole boundary methods based on spatial gradient features near bound-

aries have been studied [Bomans et al., 1990, Chakraborty et al., 1996, Yezzi et al.,

19971. These techniques yield better results. The use of different gradients together with

watershed transformations and morphological operators increase the performance of the

boundary methods [Wang 1997]. Further, statistical techniques enable relatively effec-

tive edge detection regardless of noise [Thune et al., 1997).

2.2.2 Rlegion-B ased Techniques

Thresholding is the most commonly used segmentation method. It is based on homoge-

nous regions instead of contours. It utilizes amplitude segmentation to find voxel groups

of similar intensify [Sahoo et al., 1988, Jain 1989]. Such procedure can be classified as

either manual, semi-automatic or automatic depending on the segmentation application

and the definition of the threshold coefficients. Because particular tissues and neural

structures usually appear in similar intensities, thresholding is often applied as a feature

extractor. However, when source images are enhanced or particular multi-spectral

images are applied, it is possible that only the regions of interest appear in some constant

intensity range, hence enabling automatic segmentation.

Thresholding coefficients are often obtained from intensity histograms manually or

using some algorithms to find peaks and valleys. The criteria how to choose appropriate

coefficients depends on the segmentation application. One common criteria is to choose

the coefficients so that the resulting image resembles the original image accurately. For

this purpose, advanced methods have been developed based on histogram entropy and

2D histograms, that employ spatial information along with pixel intensities [Pun 1981].

Such algorithms have evolved during the last years pursuing better quality [Sahoo et al.,

19971, performance [Gong et a1., 1998], and adaptivity to poor signal to noise ratio [Li et

a1., 19971. Also methods based on measures, other than histograms, have been devel-

oped employing statistical information for spatial occurrences of pixel intensities

[Ramac et al., 19971.



The method of clustering is based on partitioning an image to regions of similar features

[Jain 1989], such as shapes, textures, and intensities. Clustering has been applied in
numerous projects concerning segmentation of multi-modal medical images, such as

MR images of different pulse sequences [Taxt et al., 1994]. New clustering techniques

involve complex mathematics and statistical analysis in order to increase the perfor-

mance and pattern recognition properties [Yegnanarayana et al., 1997, Frigui and Krish-
napuram 19971.

Region growing is maybe the most versatile method in medical image segmentation. It
operates by merging neighboring pixels of similar features [Jain 1989]. Usually the

"seed" is defined interactively, but in some cases prior knowledge of seed locations can

be applied. The region growing process can be implemented either in 2D or 3D depend-

ing on the source images (e.g., MR images are in 3D).

The basic implementation of region growing applies image intensities in the decision of
pixel merging; if the intensity of neighbor pixel is similar to the seed pixel, the pixels are

merged. Image intensities are rarely homogenous and hence more advanced implemen-

tations of region growing include statistical or geometrical analysis, such as minimum

variance [Revol et al, 1997). Also conventional methods, such as "splitting and merg-

ing" techniques and thresholding have been used as feature extractors to produce images

with uniform intensities [Yong and Fu 1986]. Region growing operation is then applied

to these images. Some new region growing techniques have been developed to operate

without seed parameters [Mehnert and Jackway 1997f, and to include classification.

Region-based techniques are not as sensitive to noise as boundary-based methods, hence

enabling effective segmentation of noisy images. However, boundary-based techniques

rely on changes in the grey level rather than their actual values enabling effective bound-

ary segmentation for regions of varying intensity. Therefore several research projects are

aiming to combine boundary and region-based segmentation [Chakraborty et a1., 1996,

Tabb and Ahuja 19971. Such methods are capable of segmenting effectively blurred and

noisy images.

2.2.3 Statistical Techniques and Classifi cation

Tissue classification and segmentation often have similar objectives, and it is not rare

that segmentation leads to classification and vice-versa. Such segmentation methods are

usually based on statistical analyses. They utilize mathematical feature variables or vec-

tors in estimating properties of image details, such as shape, texture, intensity, similarity,
etc. These computed parameters can be compared to particular model parameters,

enabling statistical classification. Statistical classification is one step towards automatic

segmentation [Liang 1993]. The classic classification methods are often based on Baye-

sian minimum risk classifier, probability distributions, and decision trees [Jain 1989].



Conventional segmentation techniques, such as thresholding are often applied as a fea-
ture extractor among statistical segmentation techniques in order to emphasize certain
details. Although thresholding is capable of segmenting and classifying structures of
homogenous intensities, it has numerous limitations. For example, all pixels of some

particular intensity are always classified to the same class, even if they are not spatially
connected. In order to increase classification properties of thresholding, several

approaches have been developed based on spatial distribution analysis and probability
functions [Leung et a1.,7997, Gupta et al., 1998]. Modern classification techniques

involve the theory of fuzzy logic [caillol et al., 1997, Salzenstein et al., 19971, arrificial
neural networks (ANN) [Lee et at.,1997, Shen et a1.,1997), generic algorithms [Sonka
et al., 1996, Undrill et al., 1997), and fractal geomerry [Neil et al., l99i l.

2.3 Tissue Segmentation for Reconstruction of Head Models

Modeling of the head is usually based on a piecewise homogenous structure, composed

of several homogenous sub-volumes (e.g., scalp, skull, CSF, grey matter, and white mat-
ter of the brain). Because the recognition of anatomical structures is essential in model
construction, Tl-weighted MR images are commonly applied. Some tissue types, such

as bone, are difficult to detect from T1 images, hence segmentation techniques often uti-
lize a combination of basic segmentation methods (Hybrid techniques), prior knowledge

of anatomical structures and their appearance in MRI (Model-based techniques), statisti-
cal methods, multi-spectral techniques, and artificial neural networks.

2.3.1 Hybrid Techniques

Hybrid techniques are based on combining several basic image processing methods,

which are usually thresholding, edge detection, and region growing. Brummer et al.

[1993] (Table 1) developed an automatic segmentation technique to produce contours of
the scalp and brain from coronal 3D MR images. Their technique was based on a combi-
nation of region and contour-based segmentation methods. At first, two histogram-based

amplitude segmentations were applied to produce masks for the scalp and brain. There-
after, ttre masks were processed using morphological operations (i.e., binary erosion,

binary dilation, filtering, etc.) to remove the connections between the brain and scalp.

Masks were produced for each slice and thereafter contours were computed by applying

basic edge detection procedures. According to Brummer et al. [993], the results were

quite accurate but still several segmentation errors occurred in end slices, eyes, and the

tips of the temporal lobes.

Freeborough et al. [1997] developed an interactive algorithm for the segmentation of 3D
MRI brain scans in to different brain tissues and structures, such as the hippocampus

(Table 1). Their method was based on intensity thresholding, region growing, and mor-
phological operations. Also Heinonen et al. [I] developed an interactive technique to



segment Tl MR images (Table 1). Their method was based on image filtering, thesh-
olding, region growing, and decision trees. The method was found to be relatively fast

and accurate.

The Curryru (Neuroscan Inc, USA) software enables automatic and interactive segmen-

tation of several tissues, including scalp, skull, CSF, white matter, and grey matter of the

brain [Wagner et al., 1995]. The segmentation technique involves region growing and

prior knowledge of brain anatomy. Scalp, CSF, and brain tissues can be detected accu-

rately from MR images but the skull must be approximated; the algorithm leaves at least

5 mm CSF between the brain and skull. Automatic segmentation requires 30 minutes of
processing for a MRI study.

2.3.2 Statistical Techniques

The main principle of statistical segmentation methods is to estimate statistically proper-

ties of different regions in MR images. Also conventional segmentation techniques, such

as clustering are applied as a feature extractor. As a new technique, Markov random

fields [Jeng et al., 1991] have become popular in image segmentation due to their ability
to capture locally dependent characteristics of the images [Fwu et al., 1996).

Li et al. [1993] developed a knowledge-based system to detect and classify basic brain

tissues (Table l) and possible abnormalities, such as tumors. At first, unsupervised

fuzzy-based clustering was applied to segment MR images (Tl,T2, and PD) and to

make the brain structures uniform. Thereafter, the structures were analyzed and classi-

fied by applying knowledge-based systems utilizing their distribution in feature space.

Liang [1993] developed a conventional statistical technique by applying TI,TZ and PD

MR images together with the distribution function of image intensities. This method

enabled near automatic segmentation of brain structures.

Rajapakse et al.ll997l presented a study in which the different brain tissues (Table 1)

were segmented from 3D SPGR MRI image set using statistical methods, such as finite
Gaussian mixture and Markov random fields. The processing was found to be demand-

ing. In order to estimate the accuracy of the method, phantom images were segmented

and their volumes compared to the true volumes. The test demonstrated a l.2%o-2.8Vo

error between real and segmented volumes. Also Held et al. [997] have applied Markov
random fields in the segmentation of MR images (Table 1). Wells et aI. [1996] devel-

oped a method called adaptive segmentation, based on tissue class probability, the

knowledge of tissue intensity properties, and morphological filtering. This method is

capable of automatically segmenting different brain structures very accurately.

Fwu et al. [1996] presented a segmentation technique based on vectors and tree struc-

tures; Different MR images (Tl,T2, and PD) are coded into vectors representing the

voxels. Thereafter the vectors are arranged into a tree structure and sorted by applying

statistical analysis and clustering (Table 1).

10



various tissues, hardware, and processing requirements.

Brumer at al.,

1993

x X Sun 3 Pixil 5-6 s per slice

Wagner et al., 1995 x x x x x X PC 30 min / study

Heinonen et al.,

t997
X x x x x x x x PC l0s-2min

per slicc

Freeborough et al

199'7

x x X Vuious Unix
workstations

30-,15 min per

MRI study

Li et al., 1993 X x x x

Fwu et a1.. I 996 x x x x PC l2 min per

siice

WeUs et al., 1996 x x x

Held et al., 1997 x X X

Rajapakse et al.,

199',7

x x x Sun Spuc l0 2 h per MRI
study

Andreasen et al.,

1996

x x x

Saeed et a1.. 1996 x x DEC station

3000

10-20 s per

slice

Kirschell et al.,

r 995

x X x X Kubota Pacif.

Titm 3000

30 min per

slice

Li et al., 1996 x X x x Sun Spuc l0 0.5 s per slice

Reddick et al., 1994 x x x

Tilt et al., 1994 x x x x

Rajapakse et al.,

1,996

x x x Sun Spuc l0

Table 1: Comparison of dffirent segmentation techniques; reported ability to segrnent

2.3.3 Model-Based Techniques

Model-based segmentation techniques include prior knowledge of the structures that are

to be detected. For example, computerized neuroanatomical atlases can be applied in

segmentation of neural structures; When particular anatomical structures, such as ventri-

cles are to be detect, it knows where they should be located.

Saeed et al. 11997) developed an automatic segmentation algorithm to detect the brain

from several different MR images (Tl and T2. Table l). However, the main implementa-

tion included the use of sagittal Tl-weighted images. Their algorithm was based on prior

knowledge of brain anatomy, texture analysis and enhancement, automatic thresholding,

and edge detection. The algorithm first segments the outer boundary of the scalp using

edge detection. Thereafter texture analysis is applied to make the intensities of brain tis-
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sues uniform, which are emphasized using thresholding. Appropriate brain structures are
selected using a prioriknowledge of intensity, size, and location. Finally, the structures
were converted to chain coded contours by applying edge detection techniques. Saeed et
al. ll997l studied 210 subjects and reported that an average pixel error of o.gvo

occurred.

Andreasen et al. [1996] developed a model-based segmentation algorithm to segment
different brain regions, such as cerebellum, frontal lobes, temporal lobes, etc. The
method utilizes Tl-weighted MR images and Talairach's atlas of the brain, in order to
automatically classify detected brain structures. According to their validation study, very
small variation is measured between automatically and manually (produced by an

expert) segmented images.

2.3.4 Arttficial Neural Networks

Artificial neural networks (ANN) have been utilized by numerous research projects for
the segmentation and classification of neural structures. A common feature of almost
every ANN-based technique is to exploir multiple MR images (Tl,Tz, and pD) and to
cluster common features. Amartur et al ll992l presented their study in which they clus-
tered data from PD and T2-weighted MR images. The produced images were automati-
cally classified into different anatomical structures using ANN. Furthermore, the
technique enabled the recognition of abnormal tissues. Kirschell et al. [1995] also
applied rz and PD images in the segmentation of head tissues (Table 1). Their segmen-
tation algorithm was based on ANN (learning vector quantifier). According to their val-
idation tests, a 67o differer.ce was observed between automatic segmentation and an

expert's manual segmentation. Li et al. [1996] presented a new segmentation algorithm
based on prior knowledge, Boolean neural networks, and clustering. such techniques
enabled faster processing compared to conventional ANN techniques (Table 1). Reddick
et al. [1997] reported a study in which MR images of the brain were segmented to vari-
ous tissue types (Table 1). They applied neural networks for the segmentation of T1, T2,
and PD weighted MR images. The results suggested very high reproducibility and accu-
racy.

2.3.5 Multi-Spectral Techniques and Image Fusion

Different neural structures and tissues are emphasized in different MR images. When
such images are applied simultaneously or integrated (data fusion), the segmentation
procedure is simplified. Taxt et al. U9941developed a multi-spectral segmentation tech-
nique based on two multi-spectral images (using two spin-echo pulse sequences and five
channels), supervised ciustering, and statistical analysis. The grey level values of a sin-
gle pixel in the multi-spectral image form a feature vector, which can be statistically
analyzed and classified. Referring to their validation studies, 7l-goEo segmentation
accuracy was achieved in brain tissue classification, 80Vo for bone-air (bone or air) , and



about 507o for fat and muscle (Table 1). Rajapakse et al. [1996] presented their study, in

which cerebral MR images were segmented (Table 1) from simultaneously scanned T2

and PD-weighted MR images, which were fused using probabilistic techniques. The

result was a probability matrix corresponding to both source images, which was seg-

mented using statistical techniques. The method was validated using volumetric analysis

of phantom images, demonstrating a 1.0 -2.6Vo enors when compared to real volumes.

2.4 Volumetric MR Image Analysis in Neurology

Volumetric analysis has been applied in studying numerous neurological disorders in

order to estimate non-invasively the degree of brain damage, the progress of disease, and

the follow-up of treatment trials. There are still many difficulties in practical application

of volumetric methods [Rubin et al., 1996f . These include the objective validation of the

method, as well as the costs of volumetry.

2.4.L Yolumetry in Multiple Sclerosis

Volumetric measurement of MS plaques is a difficult procedure due to several factors:

There are different types of plaques appearing in different MR images, the boundaries of
plaques can be blurred due to partial volume effects, the size and number of plaques var-

ies significantly, different scanners affects the results, and plaques resemble normal ana-

tomical structures in MR images (e.g., sulci).

T2-weighted MR images emphasizing edematous lesions appear to be useful in estimat-

ing disease activity and lesion load. Therefore, they are commonly used in MS studies.

Because T2 images emphasize fluids, such as CSF, it is difficult to separate periventric-

ular and cortical plaques from ventricles. To solve this, FLAIR images can be applied in

separating CSF from plaques. Tl-weighted images are able to visualize hypointense

lesions caused by axonal loss. In addition, Gadolinium-enhanced (Gd-DTPA) images

visualize active lesions and the results of treatment Brank et al., 1996, Clanet et a1.,

19971. Also fast-MRI techniques, such as fast-FLAIR have been applied in MR studies.

Until now, these fast methods have not reached the quality of conventional images [Fil-
ippi et al., 1996, Gawne-Cain et a1., 1996b, Clanet et al, 19971.

Reproducibility of MS lesion volumetry depends on numerous facts; Van Waesberghe et

al. [1996] studied the effect of different MRI scanners in volumetric analysis of plaques.

Six different scanners were applied and the results varied l.OVo-2.Ovo.Palient movement

and repositioning affect the results of volumetry S-lOVo [Gawne-Cain et al, 1996]. Also

slice thickness has an effect; lesions smaller in diameter than the slice thickness are not

detected accurately, hence causing O.lVo - 7 .5Vo error in volumetry [Wang et al., 1996].

Therefore 3 mm is recommended as a maximum slice thickness. In addition to these sys-

tematic error sources, intra- and inter-observer studies demonstrate 5Vo-34Vo variation

caused by the operator of the segmentation procedure [Wang et a1.,1996].
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The first techniques to segment MS plaques from MR images applied manual tracing.
Due to high inter- and intra-observer variability and time usage, new methods have been
developed. Boundary-based techniques are quite popular even though their use is slow
and complex due to the great number of individual plaques. However, when characteris-
tics, other than numerous small lesions, are objective of the study, boundary-based tech-
niques are applicable [Losseffet al.,1996].
In order to detect MS plaques accurately and as automatically as possible, many interest-
ing algorithms and approaches have been developed. samarasekera et al. [1997] pre-
sented a statistical technique based on "fuzzy connected components". Gd-DTpA-
enhanced rl-weighted MR images of seven patients (48 slices per study) were used as

source data. Multiple thresholding was applied to emphasize possible MS plaques and
eliminate structures outside the brain (e.g., the scalp). Thereafter statistical variables
describing the location and size of plaques were computed, and four neuroradiologists
trained the software to recognize true plaques. According to validation tests, the method

operated with an accuracy of 97.47o.

Prior knowledge of the distribution, size, and shape of MS plaques can be utilized in the
segmentation process. Such "model-based" methods are currently becoming popular
due to the introduction of digital neuroatlases. Kamber et al. [1995] introduced a model-
based approach to segment MS plaques by apptying the facr that90-95vo of MS plaques
occur in white matter tissue. They generated a brain atlas-based on MR images of 12

healthy volunteers. Patient images were compared to atlas images and possible plaques

were selected applying statistical classifiers (e.g., Bayesian) and decision rules.
New MRI units are able to use multi-spectral imaging sequences, hence enabling
emphasis of particular pathological details. Johnston et al. [1996] developed a procedure

for segmenting MS plaques by applying multi-spectral MRI; pD-weighted and 12-
weighted images, that were obtained from five MS patients. The images were scaled,
masked, and integrated to represent only the brain structures, and thereafter threshold-
ing, decision trees, and statistical analysis were applied in the selection of possible
plaques.

2.4.2 Yolametry in Neurodegenerative Disorders

The volume of intracranial CSF spaces, i.e., brain atrophy appears to be a general indica-
tor of various neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's dis-
ease, and vascular dementia. In Alzheimer's disease the atrophy correlates with the
degeneration of neural structures; Erkinjuntti et al. [993] studied the temporal lobe
atrophy from 34 patients suffering from Alzheimer's disease. The patients were scanned
using Tl-weighted MRI and the volumetric analysis was carried out by a radiologist.
The results proved that atrophy in selected temporal structures correlates to the presence
of Alzheimer's disease. Fox et al. [996] developed a semiautomatic segmentation tech-
nique to study the increase of intracranial CSF in certain regions of the brain. In serial
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MRI studies the method enabled accurate estimation of the locations where the degener-

ation was progressing. The results showed an average 3Vo annual increase in CSF space

volume for Alzheimer's disease patients. According to Freeborough et al. [1996] voxel
size inconsistencies and patient repositioning complicate the interpretation of serial MRI
studies. They presented an accurate registration technique based on 3D MR images, ana-

lytical geometry interpolation, and resampling.

Parkinson's disease and other degenerative diseases cause sub-cortical brain lesions and

ventricular brain atrophy. Conventionally these signs are estimated using specific rating

scales defined by a radiologist. Due to poor inter- and intra-observer results, better tech-

niques are under development. Vogels et al. [1995] developed manual segmentation

techniques based on counting grids. Such procedure requires 15 minutes of processing

per patient. Julin et al. ll997l presented their study in which the brain volumes of ten

dementia patients and ten controls were estimated based on 3D MP-RAGE MRI and

interactive segmentation technique involving amplitude segmentation and manual 3D
tracing. The results demonstrated relatively good accuracy, reproducibility and speed.

The hippocampus is a part of the central nervous system associating with learning,

memory, emotional behavior, and motor control. Hippocampal atrophy refers to Alzhe-
imer-type dementia, temporal lobe epilepsy, amnesia, or schizophrenia [Devemoy
19981. Due to the small size of the hippocampus and poor contrast in MR images, it is
recommended to use 3D MRI and very thin sections in the projection plane pelpendicu-

lar to the axis of hippocampus [Hasboun et al., 1996]. Freeborough et al. [1997] pre-

sented a study in which they segmented hippocampi of Alzheimer patients. The source

images were produced using SPGR MRI technique. The interactive segmentation proce-

dure was based on filtering, amplitude segmentation, boundary detection, and morpho-
logical analysis.

2.4.3 Other Diseases

In addition to multiple sclerosis and neurodegenerative diseases, volumetric analysis has

been applied among numerous other diseases, such as brain tumors [Velthuizen et al.,

1995, Peck et al., 19967, sellar tumors [Dastidar et al., 1997b], brain infarcts fBrott et a1.,

1989, Mathews et al., l992,Bryar, et al., 1994, Beleoosesky et al., 1995, l, and intracra-

nial hematomas [Dastidar et al., 1997a7.
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2.5 Three-Dimensional Visualization of MR Images

Three-dimensional visualization principles of MR images can be divided into surface

rendering and volume rendering. Although volume rendering is capable of producing

3D images directly, it is often utilized in order to produce surfaces, hence the visualiza-

tion can be understood as a two step procedure consisting of surface reconstruction and

rendering (Fig. 3). Surface reconstruction can be classified into several different tech-

niques, based on polygon surfaces, parametric surfaces, and volume rendering

[Lorensen 1987]. The selection of appropriate reconstruction technique depends on the

type of source data; raw MR images can be displayed utilizing thresholding and volume

rendering techniques, boundary segmented structures can be displayed using polygon or

parametric surfaces, etc. Rendering techniques involve different shading and displaying

functions [Watt et al-,1992, Watt 1993, Foley et al., 1994, Heinonen 1996].

The comparison of different rendering techniques is usually based on processing and

memory requirements, and on their ability to portray different structures [Gibson 1989,

Udupa et al., l99l]. From this point of view, surface rendering appears to be better.

However, when the modelled object is very complex, volume rendering appears to be

more effective.

Figure 3: The 3D visualization procedure; Source data is processed to form an
object surface, which is visualized using rendering techniques.

2.5.1 Visualization Methods

The polygon surface applying triangles is the most commonly used surface type among

conventional 3D reconstruction techniques. If the source data consists of chain coded

contours, triangulation algorithms can be utilized in order to form triangles between
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consecutive contours. Different triangulation algorithms [Christiansen et al., 1918,

Ganapathy 1982, Heinonen 19951 are usually based on heuristic or optimal path algo-

rithms. If the modelled object is branching (i.e., contains more than one closed contour

in one plane), the surface reconstruction becomes more complex [Shantz 1981, Boisson-

nat 1988, Ekoule 1991, Gerke etal.,1996, Voigtmann eta1.,l997l. Also parametric sur-

faces [Watt et al., 1992, Foley 1994] can be used instead of polygons.

If the source data consists of voxels, the method of Ray Casting lDrebin 1988] can be

utilized to display the 3D image directly, or to form an open surface, which can be cov-

ered by polygons. A better approach is the Marching Cubes [Lorensen 1987] algorithm,

in which a closed triangular surface is generated around voxels.

The next step after surface reconstruction is the rendering, consisting ofthe definition of
projection plane, back face removal, and shading. The projection plane can be defined

either by rotating the generated surface in relation to some particular projection plane, or

by moving the projection plane and eye point [Wau 1993, Heinonen & Eskola 1994]. In

order to display the surface elements in correct order, back face removal algorithms,

such as Z-buffering, priority fill, and culling can be utilized [Watt 1993, Heinonen 1994,

Heinonen 19961.

The simplest shading method is lhe Flat shading [Heinonen 1994], in which a surface

element is filled with uniform color depending on location, direction, and intensity of a

virtual light source. More photo-realistic approach is the Gouraud shading [Gouraud
19711 applying linear interpolation inside the surface elements; An intensity is com-

puted for each apex of the surface element and interpolated over the entire element.

Phong U975) developed further the Gouraud shading by interpolating surface normals

instead of intensities (Phong shading). In order to achieve excellent shading results, the

theories of Ray Tracirug [Watt et a1.,1992, Watt 1993, Foley 1994] and Radiosity ffatt
et al., 19921can be applied. However, such techniques are demanding and require effi-
cient computing resources.

Most of the medical visualization software apply the above mentioned techniques, espe-

cially the methods of Ray Casting, Marching Cubes, and Phong shading. New

approaches involve simultaneous segmentation [Raya et at., 1990, Choi et al., 1997,

Jacq et al., 19971 and rendering, together with improved efficiency based on parallel

computing [Santarelli et al., 1997]. Vandenhouten et al. [1995] developed a general visu-

alization library for segmented images. Their technique was based on Ray Casing and

edge operator shading methods. The implemented software allowed simultaneous dis-

plays of separate segmented structures, shadows, transparency, and volume cuts. The

basic visualization techniques can be integrated in order to improve image quality and

efficiency. Englmeier et al. [997] presented their study, in which the best properties of
volume and surface rendering were integrated, enabling effective operation. Heinonen et

al. [N] and Raya et al. [1990] presented also techniques based on combining volume

and surface rendering.
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2.5.2 Combination of EEG and MRI

One interesting application of 3D visualization is multi-modal imaging, in which differ-
ent types of information are integrated. Conventionally, multi-modal imaging is associ-

ated with image fusion (e.g., combination of MRI and CT, SPECT, etc. [Santarelli et al.,

I997D. Nevertheless, completely different information modalities can be combined,

such as digital EEG and MRI data improving spatial resolution of EEG, and enabling

comparison of EEG and MRI findings [Lopes da Silva 1993, Medina et il., 1994,

George et a1., 19951.

The integration of EEG and MRI consists of several stages, including image segmenta-

tion, definition of electrode locations, and the reconstruction of 3D surface. Threshold-

ing is usually applied in order to segment the scalp. Nevertheless, other segmentation

techniques can also be utilized, especially when tissues, other than scalp, are required.

The definition of electrode locations can be solved by two different techniques: Elec-

trode locations can be marked on MR images by using e.g., Tl MRI and vitamin E cap-

sules [Laarne 1996, Babiloni et al., 1997f, which appear excellently in MR images.

However, when the number of electrodes is high (e.g.,64 or 128), the marking becomes

complex. Another approach is to mark or detect only several landmarks, such as inion,

nasion, and pre-auricular points, enabling computerized calculation of electrode loca-

tions [Brinkman et al., 1997, Babiloni et al., 1997, VI].
The 3D surface is usually reconstructed using triangulation [Babiloni et al., 19911, paru-

metric surfaces [Perrin et al., 1987, Koles et a]., 1988, Perrin et a1., 19891, or volume

rendering [M]. When triangles or parametric surfaces are applied, various techniques

can be applied to code and display colors representing measured EEG data on surface

elements. In addition, different interpolation techniques have been studied involving

nearest electrodes [Penin et ?J., 198], Pidoux et al., 1990, Casaglia et al., 7993, VIl. If
direct volume rendering is utilized instead of surface rendering, the EEG data can be

coded directly to the surface voxels as colors. One approach is to code EEG data to

another 3D surface consisting of triangles or parametric surfaces, and match it with the

volume rendered surface [VI]. In that case, one surface must be partially transparert.
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During this study, several segmentation and visualization algorithms were developed

and integrated into three separate software packages (Fig. 4): The IARD segmentation

algorithm was developed to produce head models from MR images, consisting of the

scalp, skull, CSfl grey matter, and white matter [I]. An interactive user-interface

together with additional segmentation techniques (Anatomatic) was developed to enable

interaction and volumetric analysis [tr]. The volumetric accuracy of the developed algo-

rithms and software was tested in the analysis of MS and brain infarct tml. A 3D visual-

ization algorithms and software was developed (Medimag) to represent segmented

structures and multi-modal images in 3D [IV]. Also a technique able to represent EEG

data and patient MR images (3DEEG) was developed IVII. The developed segmentation

and visualization software was applied in a clinical study on multiple sclerosis [V].
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3.1 Patient Material

The clinical measurements were made in Tampere University Hospital. Five epileptic

patients (and one healthy subject, 120 slices) were scanned (General Electric 0.5T MRI
unit) to produce imaged sets of 100 axial Tl-weighted MR images ("lE=12, TR=40,

NEX=l). These sets were used to generate resistive head models [I]. The resolution of
the images were 250X250 pixels with a slice thickness of 2.0 mm. In addition, 21 chan-

nels (10-20 electrode system) or 64 channels of EEG waveform was measured from the

patients using Neruas, Neuroscan and Cadwell Easy EEG equipment. The signals were

composed of normal spontaneous EEG, ictal and interictal EEG of epileptic patients,

and evoked potentials. 23 MS patients (3D FSE T2, 2l slices, TE=150, TR=2000,

NEX=l), and 43 patients with right cerebral hemisphere infarctions (T2 spin echo, 2l
slices, TE=110, TR=2700, NEX=I) were studied with the same MRI unit in order to

estimate the volumes of MS plaques, brain infarcts, and CSF spaces [[I[V]. The images

were handled using patient codes instead of names, with the approval of the ethical com-

mittee of Tampere University Hospital. In order to estimate volumetric accuracy of the

methods a phantom image set was scanned (General Electric 0.5T MRI, 3D FSE T2,35
slices, TE=150, TR=2000, NEX=I) consisting of five syringes with known volumes

Imt.

Figure 4: The developed sof'tware and data Jlow. The Anatontatic soffi,vare
together with IARD segmentation algorithrn is described in publications I, II, and
III. The Medimag software is presented in publication I\ and 3DEEG in publica-
tionVI.
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3.2 Segmentation

Segmentation of the epileptic patients was performed using the IARD segmentation

algorithm [I] and Anatomatic software [tr]. The resulting resistive head models included
the scalp, skull, CSF, grey matter, and white matter of the brain. One patient image set

was segmented into 1 I different tissues by applying IARD and reloading technique [II].

3.3 Volumetry

Volumetric analysis of MS and brain infarct patients was implemented using the IARD
segmentation algorithm, Anatomatic software, and lesion tracking technique [tr]. The
patient images (MS: 3D FSE T2, Brain infarct: T2) were segmented into brain tissue
(white matter and grey matter), CSF, MS plaque, and infarcted brain tissue [Itr]. The
obtained results associated with MS patients were also correlated to clinical findings,

such as EDSS and RFSS tvl.

Validation

The volumetric accuracy of the segmentation techniques was demonstrated by segment-

ing the phantom images and comparing the calculated volumes to the actual volumes

[Itr]. Further, inter- and intra-observer studies were carried out by four neurologists, one

neuroradiologist, and one neuroresearcher. In such study, six randomly selected MS
patient images were segmented and the obtained plaque volumes were estimated Iml.

3.4 Three-Dimensional Visualization

3D visualization of segmented and raw MR images was implemented by developing the

Medimag software and C++ visualization library [tV]. The library includes two different
surface reconstruction techniques based on Ray Casting and Flood Filling. Shading was

carried out using Phong shading. The library enables piecewise definition of surface

color hence enabling multimodal visualization. Visualization capabilities were tested

using the patient material obtained in the previous studies involving segmentation

[,tr,Itr].

Combination of EEG and MRI

The integration of EEG signals and MR images was implemented by Ray Casting, sur-

face triangulation, and surface fitting [VI]. For this purpose, the 3DEEG-software was

developed enabling efficient spatial and also temporal analysis of EEG. The software
was tested using the epileptic patient material (EEG and MRI). Furttrer, the techniques

enable the use of arbitrary field points, either electrode locations or interpolated poten-
tials.
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4. Results

4.1 Development of the Techniques

In publication [I] MR images of five epileptic patients were segmented using manual

and semi-automatic IARD techniques. The segmentation produced five different tissue

types: scalp, skull, CSF, grey matter, and white matter. The results were applied in resis-

tive head models and simulations. It was shown that semiautomatic IARD operates effi-
ciently only in the region between the top of the head and eyes (in axial plane, see I: Fig
5). The manual technique is applicable in the entire head but requires more interaction

and time. The average processing time varies from 10 to 120 seconds per slice depend-

ing on the quality of images and what tissues are segmented (see I: Tables 1 and 2).

Although Tl MR images were applied in segmentation (CSF and bone cannot be sepa-

rated), the IARD algorithm enabled approximation of the interior of the skull, based on

prior knowledge of anatomical structures and decision trees. It was shown that semiau-

tomatic IARD is capable of segmenting the interior of the skull with 65Vo accuracy

according to the criteria that there should be 2-5 mm of CSF between the brain and skull.

The accuracy can be increased by using low-pass filtering and by increasing interaction.
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Due to the interactive character of the IARD algorithm, the person who controls the seg-

mentation procedure should be trained in order to produce accurate results.

In publication [II] a semiautomatic tool for the segmentation and volumetric analysis

was presented (Anatomatic) and tested with varying test material and segmentation tech-

niques (tr: Fig 3): Six image sets of epileptic patient (100 axial T1 MRI slices per patient

covering the entire head) were segmented into scalp, skull, grey matter, and white mat-

ter. The segmentation required 2-3 hours of work for each patient, and the results were

anatomically realistic, including the interior of the skull. A MRI set of the human head

(120 axial T1 slices) was segmented into I I separate tissues including scalp, fat, muscle,

bone, etc. Such segmentation procedure required 24 hours of processing. Visible Human

[Ackerman 1991] Man (VHM) images (reduced to 250X250 pixels) of the thorax were

segmented to 32 separate tissues, requiring 36 hours of processing. Also other medical

images including CT were accurately analyzed.

A.2Bvalaation of the Technique

In publication [m] the applicability of semiautomatic segmentation for volumetric anal-

ysis of brain lesions was estimated. 23 MS patients (3D FSE T2 MRI, 21 slices per

patient) and 43 brain infarct patients (T2,21 slices per patient) were segmented into MS

plaques and infarctions using the Anatomatic software. Segmentation time varied from 5
to 20 minutes per patient depending on the number of lesions and the quality of images.

The inter- and intra-observer studies (in which six randomly selected MS patients were

segmented) demonstrated 77o and 3.5Vo vaiability respectively. The volumetric accu-

racy of the segmentation methods was demonstrated by segmenting fluid filled syringes.

The test revealed an average error of 1.5%io between real and segmented volumes.

In publication [IV] the multi-modal visualization library and software (Medimag) was

presented and tested with varying test material, including raw and segmented MR and

CT images. The tests were performed on a 200MHz Pentium Pro -based PC, equipped

with a 24bit color display and 64MB of RAM. Surface reconstruction required 20 sec-

onds ofprocessing (250X250X99 voxels), but thereafter displaying and different projec-

fions required only one second. For a 512X512X100 voxel image the preprocessing

required about two minutes of processor time. The produced 3D images were excellent

and the Medimag software was easy to use. The software also enabled multi-modal
combining of medical images with measured or simulated information.

4.3 Clinical Test

In publication [V] segmented volumes of MS plaques and intracranial CSF fluid spaces

were compared to clinical findings, such as expanded disability status scale (EDSS) and

regional functional scoring scale (RFSS). Also the strucrure and location of plaques

were studied applying 3D computer graphics.
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The volumes of the MS plaques showed significant correlations with the total RFSS
scores (p=Q.Q4). Significant correlation was found also between the intracranial CSF
volume and EDSS scores (p=Q.Ql). No correlation was found between the plaque vol-
ume and EDSS. The mean volume of the MS plaques showed a significant correlation
with the overall neuropsychological deficits (p=0.03).

4.4 Application for Multi-Modal Imaging

In publication [VI] a technique to integrate measured EEG and MRI was presented. The
software (3DEEG) incorporated a graphical user interface. It was tested on a 2OOMHz
Pentium-based computer running WindowsNT. Surface reconstruction (250X250X100
voxels MRI) required 2 seconds of processing. Defining of the electrode locations and
electrode mesh required 20 seconds. Displaying of the electric field was very rapid,
enabling screen updates with a frequency of 5 Hz (10-20 electrode system, 4g triangles).
The updating speed is proportional to the number of triangles (100000 triangles, 5 sec-
onds of processing). Noticeable variability was observed, when the computed electrode
locations were compared to marked locations. Therefore the use of electrodes with MRI
positive markers is recommended. 3DEEG also enables the multi-modal visualization of
cortical EEG together with segmented brain images.
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5 Di scrrssion

5.1 Earlier Work

The developed algorithms and software form an efficient and functional image analysis

package for neurological and radiological applications. They have been applied in clini-

cal research projects conceming volumetric analysis, reconstruction of resistive head

models, and visualization of measured and simulated EEG signals. The study empha-

sized functionality, intuitiveness, efficiency, and versatility, rather than the development

of new image processing principles.

The IARD segmentation algorithm is based on basic image processing techniques, such

as image filtering, thresholding, and region growing. Nevertheless, it requires prior

knowledge of brain anatomy; information (anatomical and radiological appearances) of

different neural structures. This prior knowledge is applied as the priority in integrating

different tissues (decision trees), enabling simultaneous detection of numerous tissues.

Anatomatic and the IARD algorithm were primarily implemented in order to construct

resistive head models. Due to the relatively high resistivity of bone tissue, it was impor-

tant to detect the skull as accurately as possible. Therefore an interactive approach was
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selected to ensure exact segmentation. Although, this feature requires more time, errors

caused by movement artifacts, anatomical inconsistencies or pathologies, and automatic

segmentation are corrected. According to the literature, the skull has never been seg-

mented from Tl MRI before. Taxt et al. [994] presented an automatic multi-spectral

segmentation technique, which was able to segment the skull with an accuracy of 8OVo.

When compared to IARD, the skull was segmented automatically with 65Vo accuracy

[I]. Nevertheless, mariual editing and other interaction increase the accuracy.

Numerous automatic segmentation techniques capable of segmenting the brain tissues

have been introduced. These techniques are based on elementary segmentation tech-

niques [Brummer et al., 1993], statistical analysis pi et al., 1993, Liang et al., 1993,

Fwu et al., 1996, Rajapakse et a1., 1997, Held et al, 19971, and neural networks [Kir-
schell et al., 1995, Dick et al., 19971. Such methods are able to detect CSF, grey matter,

white matter, and possibly other tissue types, like scalp-bone and brain lesions but not

the skull. The methods involve the use of multiple MR images, such as Tl,T2, and PD

images. Some techniques are capable of segmenting brain sffuctures from single MR
images [Rajapakse et al. 199], Held et al., 19971but require a huge amount of process-

ing time (2 hours - 2 days). In this point of view, the IARD algorithm appears to be effi-
cient and versatile. However, due to the IARD's interactive character, the borders of
different tissues are defined manually leading to variability of segmentation results. E.g.,

the separation of grey and white matter depends on the judgment of the person who con-

trols the segmentation

5.2IARD Method

Some portions of the head are difficult to segment from T1 MR[, because of the similar-
ity in the appearances of anatomical structures (see I: Fig 6); the cerebellum is difficult
to separate from the tissues between the brain and scalp, the temporal lobes may be dif-
ficult to separate from surrounding tissues, and the eyes and bone tissue containing fat
can lead to wrong segmentation because different structures can be connected to each

others [I]. Similar results were derived by other researchers applying similar segmenta-

tion techniques [Brummer et a]., 19931. Due to interactive character of IARD, the seg-

mentation errors caused by such anatomical details were corrected manually. A more

advanced approach was the utilization of binary erosion and dilation presented by Brum-
mer at al. [1993].
The versatility of Anatomatic was demonstrated by segmenting various different medi-

cal images [tr]. A relatively demanding task was the separation of a head MRI (Tl) into
11 different tissues and a VHM images into 32 tissues. Such procedures cannot be

implemented automatically, and on the other hand, conventional manual segmentation

would be far too complex and time demanding. Nevertheless, the IARD technique also

required quite a long processing time (24 and 36 hours).
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In order to increase the segmentation efficiency and accuracy of the IARD technique,

the use of multi-spectral MRI or image fusion could be usefull. A combination of CT

and Tl MRI would enable fully automatic segmentation of scalp, real skull, CSF, grey

matter, and white matter. However, this requires two imaging sessions and image match-

ing introduces new errors. Another image fusion solution would be the integration of T1

andT2 images, enabling the separation of CSF and bone, and also automatic segmenta-

tion. Also the utilization of statistical texture or feature analysis would increase the

accuracy of separating grey and white matter, hence decreasing the variability of results.

Another interesting possibility could be the use of diffusion-weighted MRI in the seg-

mentation [Makris et al., 1997]. Such teghnique could enable the reconstruction of

unisotropic resistivity models of the brain.

Anatomatic and the IARD algorithm were also applied to volumetric analysis of brain

lesions IIII]. MS plaques and infarcts were segmented from conventional MR images. In

addition to the normal segmentation tools of the Anatomatic, several manual editing

techniques were developed, involving simple drawing tools and priorities [II]. The

advantage of the technique is to use three separate thresholds instead of one. Such pre-

sentation is capable of emphasizing lesions of different intensities. However, the accu-

racy of the results depends on the skills of the person who controls the segmentation. In

order to estimate the effect of the operators, inter- and intra-observer studies concerning

MS plaques were carried out demonstratitg7%o and 4Vo variability between observa-

tions, respectively. Taking into account the difficult appeurance of MS plaques the vari-

abilities are relatively low. However, the operator must be an expert in radiology and

neurology. According to Van Waesberghe [1996], in addition to the variability of seg-

mentation, different MR scanners can cause l-2Vo variabllity, patient movement and

repositioning cause 5-1070 variability, and large slice thickness cause O.1-7.5Vo variabil-

ity in volumetric studies. Therefore an accurate validation must be carried out before

serial clinical studies. Validation of the segmentation of brain tissues is very difficult;

accurate estimation of shapes and volumes is impossible to conduct non-invasively.

Although cadavers could be applied, only the brain and skull can be measured accu-

rately (the grey and white matter can not be differentiated). Further, the shape and size of

the brain changes slightly after removing from skull. In order to test the IARD segmen-

tation algorithm accurately, an anatomically realistic phantom should be applied, as used

in Rajapakse's study ll997l.

5.3 Clinical Aspects

According to literature, accurate segmentation of MS plaques is usually based on multi-

spectral or enhanced MR images [Johnston et al., 1996, Losseff et a1., 1996, Samarasek-

era et al., 1997, Clanet et al., 19977, and therefore direct comparison of the results

obtained by Anatomatic and other techniques is not possible. A positive feature of
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Anatomatic compared to other techniques is its versatility, and ability to use conven-

tional MR images in plaque segmentation. Further, both high intensity (T2) and

hypointense (Tl) plaques can be detected. However, in order to increase the accuracy

and efficiency of MS plaque segmentation, the use of FLAIR images or multi-spectral

MRI would be recommended, as well as statistical anaiysis based on prior knowledge of
distribution of MS plaques.

The correlation studies [V] carried out on segmented MS plaques, CSF volumes, and

clinical tests indicate the capabilities of volumetric analysis. Significant correlations

were found between plaque volumes, RFSS, CSF volumes, and EDSS. The reason why
no correlation was found between EDSS and plaque volume was probably due to
plaques located in the spinal cord and medulla oblongata; that region was not scanned in
MRI studies, and motor signs affect strongly the EDSS. Although plaque volumes

appear to correlate with clinical findings, the location of plaques should be estimated

accurately. Together the plaque size and location accurately indicate the real lesion load.

Rubin et al. [1996] have listed elementary questions about volumetry, which should be

answered to enable clinical application of any volumetric software: These are consid-

ered in the following paragraphs. Are the findings real; some plaques may be missing,

and edema surrounding plaques may be classified as plaque. The findings of Anatomatic

in MS are relatively reproducible, but serial study should be carried out in order to dem-

onstrate the effect of patient repositioning and moving. There may be diagnostic limita-
tions in the images due to the acquisition; plaques smaller than slice thickness are not

detected, and in addition, cross-sectional area ofthe plaque must be large enough to sep-

arate from surroundings.

The segmentation of brain infarcts is considerably easier to carry out than MS plaque

segmentation due to great contrast between normal and infarcted tissues. Due to the

three different thresholds, additional parameters can be obtained, such as edema. Never-

theless, accurate repeatability and phantom tests should be implemented and evaluated,

before clinical use of the infarct volumetry.

Volumetry of digital medical images can be applied in research and follow-up of patients

among numerous diseases. However, it is still a new technique and therefore only a few
different research objectives have been reported (different brain tissues, atrophy, differ-
ent brain lesions, tumors, infarcts, hippocampus). Various new applications will proba-

bly be reported for volumetry in the near future. In head and neck region the list of
potential targets includes cerebral hematomas, dementia, epilepsy, follow-up and esti-

mation of numerous different brain tumors, AV-malformations, diseases of connective

tissues of the brain, hydrocephalus, sleep apnoea, bone fractures and malformations,

orbital muscles, nasal cavities and passages, etc. Such examples involve only the head

and neck area.

According to the literature, model-based segmentation techniques, statistical analysis,

artificial intelligence, image fusion, and multi-spectral MRI are together the key issues

towards automatic and efficient segmentation routines. Due to the introduction of digital
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neuroatlases, the diagnostic capability of segmentation will increase in the future. For

example, correlation for the prognosis of consequence of the disease will become possi-

ble among some disorders, such as brain infarcts, by comparing segmented images to

functional brain atlases. However, surface and volume matching are the main difficulties

in this field, requiring a huge amount of processing.

5.4 Potential of 3D Visualization

The developed 3D visualization library and software (Medimag) proved to operate effi-
ciently with raw and segmented MR images. Its versatility enabled the integration of dif-
ferent objects (e.g., MRI data of the head and segmented brain structures, Fig. 4DE in

[IV]), different volume cuts (Fig. 2 in [fV]), transparency, and multi-modal visualiza-

tion. Such properties enable efficient representation of images aiming in medical use;

tumors can be presented in 3D together with surrounding MRI data, and computed elec-

tric fields can be presented on the 3D surface or internally using volume cuts. The char-

acteristics of the library seom to be superior when compared to several other 3D libraries

[IV], due to the performance and class structure. Howevel state of the art techniques,

such as Ray Tracing and Radiosity are able to produce more photo-realistic images.

Such techniques are not appropriate for routine medical use due to their demanding pro-

cessing time. The shading technique based on gravity has not been applied before in 3D

visualization packages. In order to increase the capabilities of the library and software,

the use of parallel computing, multimedia instruction sets, and 3D graphic accelerators

should be evaluated. Also the use of parametric surfaces would be interesting in future

development.

The 3DEEG software together with brain mapping functions were implemented and

tested successfully. The technique involves the Ray Casting technique, triangular facet

surfaces between electrodes, virtual electrodes, and the interpolation of EEG potentials

based on nearest electrodes [VI]. Ray Casting and triangles have not been reported ear-

lier among EEG brain mapping methods, but parametric surfaces [Penin et al., 1987,

Koles et al., 19881 have been applied. The processing requirements a"re modest, hence

enabling very fast updating speed (6 Hz). Although 3DEEG operates efficiently, the

image quality suffers slightly when compared to parametric methods. The properties of
the 3DEEG can be improved, for instance a better interpolation technique should be pos-

sessed [Perrin et al., 1987]. The other multi-modal visualization technique capable of
displaying simulated electric fields applies triangular facet surfaces, Phong shading, and

linear interpolation inside surface elements. Due to the great number of surface elements

(about 100000 triangles), linear interpolation operates efficiently and the quality ofpro-
duced images is high. Nevertheless, rendering speed is relatively fast requiring about 5

seconds for each new projection.
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5.5 Future

The three above mentioned techniques and software packages are important tools in
order to construct a neurologist's workstation. At the moment, the software packages

apply similar data formats enabling efficient data transfer. Howeveq in the future they
should be able to use standard formats, like DICoM and EDF. In addition, it could be

useful to cross-link some software modules, e.g., in order to display segmented struc-
fures in 3D during segmentation. Also the integration of 3DEEG and Medimag software
could be useful in improving the brain mapping image quality. The segmentation capa-

bilities will be improved in future development, not only because of different segmenta-

tion techniques, but also due to new MRI sequences. The developed software package

could be developed further to study segmentation applications in pathology, interven-
tions, virtual operations, scopies, and cardiological applications.

Because the use of digital analysis of medical images is rapidly increasing in numerous

research centers and in clinical practices, the prospective for segmentation and 3D visu-

alization techniques are good. They will not yet replace conventional image analysis

techniques but will be applied side by side. As soon as the segmentation techniques have

been automated and have acquired sufficient accuracy and reproducibility, these new
techniques will improve diagnostic capabilities. The volumetric analysis will become a
routine tool in radiology and reduces the total costs; better diagnostic capabilities will
decrease the losses caused by wrong diagnoses and inaccurate follow-up ofdisease pro-
gression.
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6. Conclusions

In this study, new techniques and software packages were developed to segment and

present medical images. The implemented segmentation software Anatomatic was

applied in the reconstruction of resistive head models and in the volumetric analysis of
MR and CT images. The developed visualization software Medimag and 3DEEG werc

applied in displaying raw or segmented images in 3D, along with combining EEG infor-

mation with the anatomical MRI data.

The first aim of the study was to develop a technique to segment MR images for recon-

struction of resistive head models or volumetric analysis, and validate the accuracy of
the volumetry. The IARD segmentation algorithm [I] together with the Anatomatic soft-

ware [tr] is capable of segmenting head MRI to scalp, skull, CSF, grey matter, and white

matter, hence enabling the accurate construction of head models. Additional tissues can

be detected [II] to reconstruct even more sophisticated models.
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The developed segmentation techniques [tr] enable volumetric analysis of arbitrary tis-
sues and structures visible in MR images [tr]. Volumetric accuracy was tested and vali-
dated using MS and brain infarct patient images [Itr]. The validation, involving inter-

observer and intra-observer studies as well as simple phantom tests, suggested relatively

little variability and error. However, serial MRI studies must be performed before the

final estimation of the accuracy.

The second aim was to develop a technique for 3D presentation of raw and segmented

medical images, as well as multi-modal images in which computed electric fields and

MRI are combined. The Medimag software together with the visualization library [IV]
is capable of fulfilling all basic requirements in addition to other features, like volume

cuts. The produced images are high quality. Another aim was to develop a technique to

represent measured EEG signal and patient MRI in 3D, enabling brain mapping. The

3DEEG software [VI] is able to compute electrode locations (or use marked electrode

locations), display EEG data on the surface of the scalp using linear interpolation and

colors, and enable different projection directions. In addition, the technique can be

applied in visualization of cortical EEG.

Segmentation results were tested in a clinical study in which MRI findings and clinical
findings were compared tVIl.Multiple sclerosis plaque volumes, intracranial CSF vol-

umes, EDSS, and RFSS were correlated. Further, the segmented structures were visual-

ized in 3D. The results demonstrated the successful utilization of Anatomatic and

Medimag software.

The developed algorithms and software form an applicable and functional image analy-

sis package for neurological and radiological applications. They have fulfilled the objec-

tives and requirements. Further, their advantages are functionality, intuitivity,
efficiency, and especially versatility [[].
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Abstract

This paper describes a segmentation method primarily developed lor reconstructing resistive head models for
electroencephalographic modelling purposes. The method was implemented by combining several image processing
techniques, such as amplitude segmentation. region growing. and image fusion. Also a graphical use, int..fuce ,*as
developed to enable semiautomatic approach to the segmentation process. This method was developed especially lor
segmentation of the brain and skull lrom Tl-u,ei-ehted magnetic resonance images. but can also be applied in an.v
segmentation procedure. The entire project was implemented successfully in a PC-based computei iunning the
UnixiNeXTsteprM operating system. O 1997 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd.

Keyv,ords: Segmentation: MR: Skull: 3-D

1. Introduction

In the interpretation of medical images of the
head it is essential to make distinction between
different tissues, such as grey matter, white mat-
ter, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). The tissues can
be classified, e.g. by different intensities on the
image and by utilizing pattern recognition

+ Correspondine author. Tel.: + 35E 3 2.47.10i6 and + 358
40 5471451: fax: + 358 3 2lj40l3: e-maii: tomi(Oee.tur.fi

0169-2601i9i 517.00 O 1997 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reservert

Ptr s0 t 69 -2607(9 7)00027-8

methods. In some particular cases a completely
automatic segmentation made by a computer can
be applied, but such methods fail in clinical appli-
cations. Excellent results have been obtained by
combining the human visual system and intelli-
gence with interactive image processing methods.
However, this type of procedure is quite time
consuming.

Information of electroencephalograph (EEG)
can be effectively processed by using a resistive
model of the head [9]. Such a model is actually a

-
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volume conductor consisting of elements of differ-
ent conductivities. The model can be applied to
the simulation of electric fields inside the head.
For example, an electric source (dipole or a set of
dipoles) can be inserted inside the head and there-
after the electric field distribution can be com-
puted. Further, the measured EEG signal can be
used for obtaining the source location in the
volume conductor. For example, epileptic foci can
be located. In principal, the accuracy of these
computations is dependent on the accuracy of the
volume conductor (i.e. the number of different
compartments and their conductivities). The con-
ductivity coefficients of various tissues have been
adopted from Geddes and Baker [6] and the
model can be constructed simply by segmenting
anatomical images. These images are usually pro-
duced by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).

To construct a conductivity model of the head
the most important tissue types are skull bone,
scalp, CSF, and the grey and white matters of the
brain. The skull bone is the most critical of these,
because it has an extremely low conductivity com-
pared to the other tissues, but is very hard to
recognize in MRI scans. The anatomical studies
of the skull from computer tomography (CT)
images include several clinical applications con-
sisting of segmentation, e.g. the cranio-facial
sugery [2,10]. In CT images the skull is very
clearly visible and could therefore be applied in
head modelling. However, also MRI scans are
needed because CT images provide insufflcient
anatomical information on the brain tissues, such
as the separation of the grey and white matter of
the brain. Therefore two problems arise: The pa-
tient must undergo two examinations and the two
imaging modalities must be matched to present all
tissues in the same irnage.

To avoid these problems it would be advanta-
geous to develop a method to distinguish the skull
from MRI scans only. In a Tl-weighted MR
image, fat and other tissues with relatively short
T1 values (muscle and white matter of the brain)
appear bright. Fluids and bone tissue have longer
T1 values and thus appear dark. In a T2-weighted
MR image, tissues with short T2 values (fluids,
grey matter) appear bright. One method for dif-
ferentiating the skull is the subtraction of Ti and

T2 images, but this also requires two examina-
tions and matching of two images, or a new
advanced MRI unit capable of processing several
pulse sequences during one examination [12].

For modelling purposes Tl-weighted MR im-
ages contain good anatomical information on all
other tissues except the skull bone. We present
here a method for segmenting these tissues and
also the skull from T1 images. The method is
semi-automatic and gives relatively good results
even for images scanned by a 0.5 T MRI device.

2. Materials and methods

There were five Tl-weighted MRI sets of the
brain available during this study. Each set con-
sisted of 100 axial slices (each 2 mm thick, 16 bit,
250 x 250 pixel images) which were produced us-
ing a General Electric 0.5 T MRI unit.

The segmentation procedure was implemented
by combining four different methods: Image en-
hancement; Amplitude segmentation; Region
growing; and Decision trees (IARD) [8,13]. Even
though these methods are well known, they are
combined and applied in such a new way that the
segmentation procedure is efficient and capable of
producing relatively accurate results. Though,
IARD was developed primarily to segment the
brain it can also be applied in other segmentation
procedures, such as the segmentation of the hu-
man thorax [7].

IARD is capable of segmenting semi-automati-
cally various tissues of the head: scalp, grey mat-
ter, white matter, and CSF. In addition, the
boundary between the skull and CSF can be
approximated and also segmented in most regions
of the head due to the anatomicai knowledge that
the thickness of CSF layer is usually 2-6 mm.
The intensity of the brain tissue decreases quite
rapidly at the edges ofthe cortex. Therefore it was
realized that when an MR image of the head is
amplitude segmented using appropriate threshold
coefficient, the edge of the cortex appears too
large and can be used as an approximation of the
interior of the skull (cortex + CSF) leaving 2-6
mm space between the real cortex and the approx-
imated skull. Such interior of the skull appears
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relatively realistic and is sufficiently accurate for
electrical modelling of the head as a volume con-
ductor.

The IARD algorithm is presented briefly in Fig.
I and has the following steps:
1. First the input image is spatially low-pass

filtered (3 x 3 cross shaped window, averaging)
in order to suppress noise and high frequency
details on the image. Step I is not essential,
but simplifies further segmentation.

2. The filtered image is amplitude segmented
three times using three different threshold co-
efficients, the results of which are stored as
three independent bitmaps that represent the
scalp, grey matter, and white matter of the
brain (Fig. 2). Thereafter, different tissues ap-
pear to intersect in their intensities. For exam-
ple, the scalp is visible in all three images
(2ABC) though it should be visible only in
image 24. This type of problem is solved in
step 3.

3. The region growing segmentation method is
applied in the process for solving the intensity
intersection problem, and also to detect addi-
tional tissues in rhe rhree images (Fig. 2ABC).
The image of the scalp (Fig. 2A) is modified
using region growing in such way that the
black region between the brain and the scalp is
first filled with a color representing the skull,

thereafter the region inside the skull is filled
with a color representing the CSF (Fig. 3A).
Actually this is all that needs to be accom-
plished with region growing in order to detect
all the main tissues of the head.

4. Decision trees are applied in order to combine
images. Images 2B and 2C are copied on top
of image 3A pixel-by-pixel using the following
rule: pixel representing the grey matter may
only be copied on top of a pixel representing
the CSF. Furthermore, pixel representing the
white matter may only be copied on top of a
pixel representing the grey matter. The result is
given in Fig. 38.

There are two different $oftware implementa-
tions of IARD algorithm: manual and semi-auto-
matic. The manual implementation is the simplest,
because the user has complete control over the
execution of the algorithm. Threshold intensities
are selected manually from the source images or
from the histogram. Thereafter, the user may filter
the image, carry on amplitude segmentation, and
apply region growing. The coordinates indicating
where to begin the region growing procedure are
defined by pointing to the coordinates using the
mouse controlled cursor. In addition, the user can
modify the amplitude segmented images using
various drawing tools, such as line and rectangle
drawing. Different tissues (i.e. colors) can be
nominated from a color palette using the cursor.
When the result of the segmentation appears satis-
factory, the user stores the segmented slice and
continues with the next slice. Due to the interac-
tive character of the process, the result of the
segmentation can be relatively accurate. The main
difference between the manual and semi-auto-
matic implementation is the execution of region
growing operations, these are developed as foi-
lows:
1. Three points (p1, p2 and p3) are detected from

the image representing the scalp (Fig. 4). point
pl represents the region between the scalp and
the brain, p2 represents the brain and p3 the
scalp. Such points are estimated automatically
for each individual slice by scanning the im-
age.

2. Region growing is automatically called in or-
der to fill the black region between the scalp

Low-pass fiItering

Amplirude
segmentatlon

S"
LA
r*ry

a"*

Region growing

Union

Fig. 1. Steps in IARD segrnentation method.
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Fig. 2. Three amplitude segmented images of the brain representing (A) scalp, (B) cortex, and (C) white matter

3.

and cortex with a color representing the skull.
The filling starting point is p 1.

Region growing is called again in order to fill
the region inside the skull with a color repre-
senting empty space. The starting point of the
operation is p2. Thereafter, the color of pixel
p3 is studied to determine if it has changed
during the region growing operations. If the
color has changed, that indicates that the brain
is in connection with the scalp and that the
region growing has failed.
If step 3 was successfully completed, the region
inside the skull is filled with a color represent-
ing the CSF. This region growing procedure is
selected using point p2 (Fig.4) as the argu-

ment. Thereafter, region growing is completed
(Fig. 3A). On the other hand, if step 3 has
failed, the program will indicate the fact and
the user will then correct the images manually.

5. The next step after region growing is the com-
bination of the three amplitude segmented im-
ages which is implemented utilizing decision
trees. Thereafter, the program asks the user to
confirm ifthe result appears realistic. Thus, the
user decides if the result is acceptable. If some
region of the produced segmentation is not
satisfactory, the user can modify it manually.

The user interface of the program is graphical
and presented in Fig. 2. Actually, the program
appears similar to a bitmap drawing program.

4.
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(B)

Fig. 3. Image (A) presents Fig. 2A afier region grou,ing. The result of segmenration is presented in (B), in which the scalp. skuli.
CSF. ,sre1. and white matter are detected.

(A)

3. Results

Segmentation was tested with f,ve different Tl
MRI-sets using manual and semi-automatic meth-
ods. It was realized that the semi-automatic seg-
mentation is applicable only in region (A) in Fig.
5. Manual segmentation is applicable in region
(B) which actually covers the entire head.

In order to implement the segmentation effi-
ciently, it is recommended to segment regions (D)
and (C) using the manual method and region (A)
using the semiautomatic method. The skull is
quite difficult to segment in region (D) manually
and consumes a great deal of time (Fig. 6). On the
other hand, in electrical modelling of the brain the
interesting regions are (A) and (C) which are
relatively easy to segment. Nevertheless, the entire
skull can still be segmented using the manual
segmentation method.

The accuracy of the segmentation method was
roughly estimated by using a simple phantom
with a high contrast. Five syringes of different
sizes were filled with water and scanned to 35
slices (2 mm thick) by using T2 MRI. The images
were stored as 250 x 250 pixel bitmaps and there-
after segmented. The test demonstrated l.5o% rela-
tive error when compared to the true volumes.

The condition that there should be 2-5 mm of
CSF between the cortex and skull was also esti-
mated. Depending on selected threshold coeffi-
cients, the condition was achieved with 65oh
accuracy. Most of the errors were caused bi
spikes inside the skulI. However, such spikes can
be removed using low-pass filtering. Improved
results can be obtained by editing the images
manually.

Time usage was estimated using the five differ-
ent MRI-sets. It must be noted that the time
usage depends strongly on the quality of original
MR images, and also on the person who controls
the segmentation procedure. The results can be
studied in Tables I arrd 2 .

An example of the effectiveness of IARD seg-
mentation is given in Fig. 7A in which the scalp,
skull, CSF, grey-matter, and white matter are
segmented. The segmented data is also presented
in 3-D.

4. Discussion and conclusions

The implemented program already has numer-
ous clinical applications such as 3-D anatomy
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Fig. 4. The three detected points on the image of the scalp.
Point p I represents the black region between the scalp and the
brain, p2 represents the brain and p3 the scalp.

examinations of MR images, electrical modelling
of the brain as a volume conductor, and the
quantization of brain lesions. For example, a 3-D
presentation of the brain can be applied in the
planning of surgical operations. Furthermore,
electricai modelling enables the future localization
ofepileptic focuses which can be presented clearly
utiiizing multimodal 3-D images [9,11]. One im-

Fig. 5. The regions of the head which can be se,emented using
different segmentations method. Region (A) can be segmented
using the semi-automatic method. Region (B) can be seg-
mented usrn-g manual method.

portant application is the quantitative estimation
of the plaque, e.g. hardened tissue in the brain or
the spinal cord caused by multiple sclerosis [5].

It was realized that particular regions of the
brain are difficult to segment automatically due to
anatomical details (Fig. 6). For example, the cere-
bellum is very difficult to separate from the grey
mass in MR images between the scalp and the
brain. Furtherrnore, the temporal lobes of cere-
brum are difflcult to separate from surrounding
tissues due to the very thin appearance of CSF.
Therefore, amplitude segmentation usually con-
nects the lobes to surrounding tissues. The hori-
zontal sections close to the eyes also cause some
difficulties because the frontal lobe and the eyes
can be inadvertently combined. These diff,culties
could be solved by applying morphological opera-
tions. For example, the method of erosion can be
utilized to break the connections followed by dila-
tion to restore the size.

Some regions of the skull contain more fat or
bone marrow thus appearing quite bright in MR
images. Such regions can cause inhomogeneties to
the skull. On the other hand, in such cases the
inhomogenities are comprehend as muscle tissue
which has a conductivity coefficient very close to
the conductivity of bone marrow. Therefore such
inhomogenities will only cause minor errors to the
electrical modelling of the skull as a volume con-
ductor. Nevertheless, all these errors can be cor-
rected by manual editing.

A phantom test was used in this study to
demonstrate the volumetric accuracy of the seg-
mentation method. The ideal phantom produces
only descriptive figures for this application, where
the contrast is low and anatomy is very compli-
cated. However, it is well known that in conduc-
tivity models small errors in the volumes or
shapes of the tissues do not have any signiflcant
effect. We will use the algorithms for volumetric
clinical applications in near future, involving a
comprehensive validation including inter and in-
tra observer segmentation studies of real anatomi-
cal structures such as tumors.

The implemented segmentation environment
has been proven to be efficient, and can be ap-
plied generally to segment arbitrary MR images.
On the other hand, it operates best with axial
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(A) (c)

Fig. 6. Rcgions which are difflcult to segment. Cerebellum (A) is difficult to separate from the grey masses between the brain and
scalp ln image (B) temporal lobes mav be inadvertentll' connected to surrounding tissues. Furthermore, some regions of the skull
contain more lat and appear bright (CDEF) causing difficulties.
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(B)

Tl-weighted MR images of the brain. Most of the
testings were implemented using 0.5T T1-weighted
axial slices, but some T2-weighted images were
also studied. This test demonstrated that the
anatomy of the brain is easier to detect from T1
images. However, segmentation can still be ap-
plied with T2 images in order to detect various
details of the brain such as brain lesions and
fluids.

Table I

Three-dimensional region growing has in-
creased it's popularity among segmentation proce-
dures l4,l4l. Unfortunately true 3-D region
growing is very sensitive to unexpected artifacts in
source images, and this causes problems. There-
fore, the interactive 2-D segmentation used by
IARD algorithm is the better approach.

Previousiy mentioned segmentation and 3-D
applications are very useful in clinical examina-

Segmentation tests - total time used lor sesmenrin-s REGIONS: A (35 slices); B (100 slices); C (5 slices): D (60 slices)

Segmentation method Region A (min) Region B (min) Region C (min) Region D (min)

(E)

No skull
Manual
Semiautomatic

With skull
Manual
Semiautomatic

12

6

15

6

50

25

100

15

30

20

120

120

2

2

4

4
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Table l
Se,qmentation tests averase time used for segmenting one slice lor REGIONS: A (40 slices); B (100 slices): C (10 slices); D (60
slices)

Segmentation method Region A (s) Region B (s) Re-rion C (s) Region D (s)

No skull
Manual
Semiautomatic

Wirh skull
Manual
Semiautomatic

20

l0

25

l0

30
l<

30

20

20

20

40

40
60
.15

r20
120

tions. In spite of this, segmentation procedure is
still quite difficult and slow to implement, and
therefore, clinical applications have not yet be-
come popular. On the other hand, due to increas-
ing computing resources such segmentation and

3-D presentation methods are under development
in many scientific laboratories and prospects are
promising [3,1,15]. Consequently, segmentation,
together with 3-D presentation, will be an impor-
tant tool in future examinations and diagnostics.

(c)

Fig. 7. (A) Segrnented MR image of the head in which the scalp. skull. CSF. and the grey and u'hite marter of the brain are

classified. 3-D presentations of (B) the skull. (C) whire matter, and (D) correx.
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Abstract-Segmentation software is described, developed for medical image processing
and run on Windows. The softvvare applies basic image processing techniques through a
graphical user intertace. For particular applications, such as brain lesion segmentation, the
soltvvare enables the combination of diflerent segmentation techniques to improve its
etficiency. The program is applied tor magnetic resonance imaging, computed tomography
and optical images of cryosections. The software can be utilised in numerous applications,
including pre-processing for three-dimensional presentations, volumetric analysis and
construction of volume conductor models.
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1 lntroduction

OwrNG To the expanding use of digital imaging methods, such
as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed lomo-
graphy (CT). the capabilities of image processing are increas-
ing in the field of radiology. For example, digital images
enable segmentation, where different tissues and organs are

recognised and classified using a computer. Manl- automatic
and semi-automatic methods have been deveioped for seg-

menting panicular strucrures (DASTIDAR et r21., 1996: Frc.E-
BoRoucH et al.. 1997'. Hv et al.. 1990: JACK et al.. 1989:.

SAEED el aL., 1991' SEUTENS et al., 1993: WACNER er d1."

1995). In this project. we have deveioped fast. semi-automatic
segmentation software for applicatron in any segmentation
processing of medical images. The software has been applied
to magnetic resonance (MR) images. CT rmages and opticai
images of visible human man (VHM) cryosections.

Segmentation procedures u,ere implemented using a com-
bination of basic image processins toois such as filtering"
amplitude segmentation (JAN. 1989). region growing (Prue.rr.

1991: GLASSNER, 1990). image fusion. etc. Special attention
was paid to deveioping intuitive graphical user interfaces to
increase the usefulness of the tools.

Segmented MR/CT images can be analysed and utilised in
numerous applications. For example" volumetric analysrs of
different tissues. Iesions and tumours appears to be very useful
in clinical research into different diseases. Because the seg-
mented data consist of classified voxels of klorvn dimensions.
it is possible to compute the volume ofa voxel. Therealler, the
volume of a specific tissue can be easily computed as a

product of the number ol tissue voxels and the voxel
volume. Hence, the accuracy of volumetric analysis depends

on voxels size.
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Recent literature includes volumetric estimation of plaques
and atrophy in multiple sclerosis. volumetric estimation of
corpus callosum in diseases of the limbic system, hippocampal
volumetric estimation in Alzheimer's dementia and epilepsy,
and pre-operative estimation in tumours of the head. neck and
body.

Segmentation is also essentiai for three-dimensional (3D)
presentation of anatomical structures (CLINE el al., 1987
DREBIN, 1988) and construction of volume conductor
models (HErxoNEN et al.. 1997; LA-ARNE et al.,1995).

An1, digital image can be used as source data for segmenta-
tion. e.g. MR, CT and digital X-ray images. Of these. MR and
CT images consist of a set of section images u,ith known
dimensions, including thickress of the section. Therefore it is
possrble to apply volumetric anall,sis. ln planar images, such
as X-ray, it is possible to estimate areas rather than volumes.
The volume estimation of a single X-ray image can be based
on general anatomical knowledge of the shape of some organ.
or on pixel intensil,, which. in a homogeneous tissue. depends
only on the thickness of the organ.

2 Methods

Basic image processing techniques were applied in the
segmentation process. Selected techniques, image enhance-
ment, amplitude segmentation. region growing. decision tree
(IARD) form the basic tool in all operations, the IARD
segmentation procedure (HEINoNEN et al., 1997). The idea
of IARD is to utilise an appropriate combination of these fast
methods to produce a practical medical image segmentation
tool.

The first step in the IARD technique consists of three
amplitude-segmentation operations, applying appropriate
threshold coefficients. The coefficients can be obmined
directly from the image histogram or defined manually. The
three amplitude-segmented images are presented simulta-
neously on the screen and can be modified using particular
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tools. such as line or rectangle drau,ing. and filled using
connectivit-v (2D region growing). Various colours represent
dilferent tissues, When images appear appropriate. they can be
integrated using several decrsion rules. Another important
segment of our semi-automatic tool is an intuitive user inter-
face. which u'as designed lbr this particular application.

2.1 Segmentation techniques

The softu,are includes the selection of several segmentation
techniques for differenr purposes. These are the IARD method,
manual segmentation. 'reloading' and 'lesion tracking.' The
IARD method can be applied efficiently in the segmentation of
N{R images ofthe human head into scalp. skull, cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF). grey matter and *,hitc matter of the brain.

If additional tissues are required to be segmented. the
reloading method can be used, i.e. already segmented data
can be opened and modified again. Reloading has successively
been applied for segmentation of a thorax into about 30
different tissues (HETNoNEN et al..1996) and also tbr accurate
sesmentation of a head into about 15 dilTerent tissues. The
lesion tracking method is applicable only when lesions such as
tumours are examined. As an additional tool. the manual
segmentation method can be used,

The difference between the segmentation techniques con-
cems the rntegration of the three amplitude-segmented and
pre-processed images. The images are integrated, pixel by
pixel. by applying decision trees. i.e. some rissue can cover
some other tissues. but not vice yersa. However. different
pixels must first be classified: this can be implemented either
by selecting the pixels (or actually a group ofpixels represent-
ing a tissue) by mouse-controlled cursor or. in some cases, by
automatic classification. For example. In IARD se,qmentation,
one amplitude-segmented image is classified semi-automati-
callv to present scalp. skull and CSF. Thereafter. two auto-
maticallv-segmented images representing grev and white
matter of the brain are copied on top of the classified image.
applying the lollowing rules:

c amplitude-segmented and pre-processed image number one
is seiected (including scalp, skull and CSF)

o in amplitude-segmented image number two. a pixel repre-
senting the grey matter can be copied to image one onlv to
cover a pixel representing CSF

o in amplitude-segmented image number three, a pixel repre-
senting the white matter can be copied to image one onl), to
cover a pixel representing the gre), matter

o image number one represents the segmented data.

In lesion tracking. the rules are as follou,s:

o amplitude-segmented and pre-processed image number one
is selected

o a pixel representing a lesion lin images two and threel can
always be copied to image one

o pixels representing other tissues (in images tw.o and three)
can be copied to image one if they do not cover pixels
representing a lesion

e image number one represents the segmented data.

In the reloading and manual methods,

o amplitude-segmented or pre-processed image number one is
selected

o a pixel representing a tissue (in image two) can replace anv
existing pixel on image one

o a pixel representing a tissue (in image three) can replace any
existine pixel on image one

o image number one represents the segmented data.
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The efficiency of the reloading and manual methods can be
increased usrng priorities, i.e. some particular tissue can cover
some other tissue, and vice versa. For example. when the
human thorax and head are segmented the priorities can be set
as follows:

thorax: fat < muscle < lungs < cartilage < bone

< heart < blood

head: scalp < skull < CSF < grey matrer

< white matter < brain lesion

In thorax segmentation. lat has the lowest priority and can be
covered by any other tissue: blood has the highest priority and
can cover any other tissue etc. Graphical examples concerning
the integration techniques are given in Fig, 1.

2.2 Segmentation tools

Segmentation tools consist of image filtering, amplitude
segmentation. region growing, line and rectangle draw,rng,
free-hand drawing and drawing with a small or large pen.
Image filtering consists of a loupass filter implemented in a
3 x 3 cross-shaped window using averaging. Such a method
appears to smooth the image slightlv by decreasing high-
frequency details.

Amplitude segmentation is implemented using low and high
cutoflthresholds. The result is an image in which the selected
pixels are displayed with a uniform coiour. The region-erow-
ing method was developed using stack functions and operates
similarly to fil1 using connectivity algorithms (GLASSNER,
1990: PR-Arr.1991).

Other segmentation tools. such as line and rectangle draw-
ings, were implemented using basic geometrical methods
(GLASSNER, 1990). These are used for selection of a region
oloperation or cutting anatomically connected structures (e.g.
MS plaques and ventricles).

Tissue priorities u,ere also applied in filling and drawrng
operations. The user can choose uhether it is ailowable to
modif,, colours representing tissues or colour respresenting
empty space. That feature appears to be extremelv useful in
segmentation.

3 Software implementation

The segmentation software. called Anatomatic. rvas devel-
oped on a 32-bit Windou,s* svstem. using ANSI C and
C** programming languages. It requires at least I6NIB of
RAM. minimum 16-bit colours and a minimum resolution of
1021 x 168 pixels- However, it is recommended to use 32 MB
RAM. 24-bit colours, and 1280 x 1024 resolution. Anatomatrc
can open, produce, save and display medical images and
segmented data. Furthermore. the data can be obsened from
different projection planes (sagittal, axial and coronal), and
volumetric analyses are reported automatically.

3.1 L,ser interface and operation

The user interface of Anatomatic appears similar to a
bitmap drau,ing program and is presented in Fig. 2. First.
the segmentation technique (IARD. manual. reloading or
lesion tracking) is selected. Then. an image stack of MR or
CT images is opened and displayed on the screen. The current
slice is defined (Fig. 2a), and appropriate threshold coeffi-
cients are selected (Fig. 2b). Thereafter. a segmentarion tool

+Windows 95ru and Windows NTTM
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Fig. 1 Integrotion of three amplitude-segmented and pre-processed in (a) IARD, (b) nanual and (c) reloading segmentation techniques
Source intages are presented on left, followed by three amplitude-segmented images. Resuhs of inlegration is presented on right

(Fig. 2c) and a colour representing a tissue (Fig. 2{ are
sclected. and the images are modified. Once the result appears
realistic. the user stores the segmented data (Fig. 2e) and
begins to process the next image.

The above steps are repeated as manv times as there are
images in the data set. However, one image can be processed
as many times as required, c.g. when several tissues are
detected. If the appearance of images is too small. the
u,indow can be zoomed- Also, the projcction plane can be
changed.

The volumetric reports can be displayed at any time during
segmentation. The report includes slice-dependent informatron
about the number ol voxels and volumes ol different tissues.
together with the same information about the entire image set.
In addition. some parameters are computed automatically,
such as brain volume (grey and whrte matter) and relatire
atrophy (CSF/brain).

3.2 Formats

Anatomatic uses a simple data format to open MR/CT
image sets. Any digital image format can be easily converted
to this format. consisting of a header and data. In the header.
image stack size in ,r-. 1- and .:-dimensions and physical
dimensions are defined. togethcr u,ith information conceming
imaging technique and projection plane. Image data them-
selves are stored as a 3D matnx using 8 bits per voxel.
Intemally. the program stores all data structures dynamically
and continuously releases the free memory.

Segmented data can be stored and opened in two different
formats: raw data and RLE formatted ASCII. Raw format
appears similar to the MR/CT rmage format, in which the
original image intensities are converted, with codes represent-
ing tissues or empty space. The ASCII format is more
advanced, applying different alphabetic codes for different
tissues. followed by the number of voxels. Memory use for the
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ASCiI format is on averase about 20% of that for the raw
format. Volumetric reports can also be stored as an ASCII file.
including information on every slice and on the entire data set.

4 Results

Anatomatic was implemented successfull-'- and appiied and
tested in numerous pilot projects in a hospital environment,
Time consumption and the suitability of the methods were
estimated in each project. The software was tested in a

120 MHz Pentium-based computer running on the Windows95
operating system. Owing to the interactive character of the
segmentation procedure. time consumption strongly depends
on the person u,ho controls the segmentation. In our pilot
studies. a neuroadiologist carried out all segmentation. and the
total time taken for each project was measured. Fufihermore,
the accuracy of the method was demonstrated b1, segmenting
phantoms of fluid-filled syringes.

4.1 Pilot studies and time Ltse

Six epilepsy patients underwent an MR study consisting of
100 axial Tl slices. The images were segmented. using the
IARD method. into scalp. skull and CSF and into the grey and
\l'hite matter of the brain. The segmentation process required
about 2 3 h of work for each data set. and the results were
anatomicalll, realistic (including the interior ofthe skull). The
results can be studied in Fig. 3, where the segmented data are
presented in 2D and 3D. The segmented data were applied rn
the formation of volume conductors for localisation of the
source of epileptic EEG.

An MRI set of a human head (120 slices) was segmented,
using IARD and reloading to separate I I different tissues
(scalp. compound of fat blood and muscle. muscle, fat. CSF.
bone. aqueous humour. eye lens nucleus. parotid gland,
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Fig.2 bser intetface ofAnatonatit. Selmeiltation technique and other options cotl be selected fi.om ntenus. (a) Ctn-enr slice is deJinecl bt,
fbntardlbaco+ard btitolls and is displuled in upper left corner oJ v'inclou,. Tltree otJter images are amplirurle-segntentetl. images of
current slice and can be ruodified using lh) segmentation tools and (c) rhreshold coeLficient definhion. ld.1 to naie the rissle, most
comnton head ancl lhotqx lissues ore represenled br,pLlsh buttotls (e). When results appear redListic, segmentecl data can be storerj

cafiilage and blood). The tinte taken for the secmcntation s,as
about 2:+h. and the resulr was applied in electioph-,-siologrcal
simulations (Figs. 3e /).

28 chronic progressi\-e MS patients undenvent a detailed
MR study consisting of T1 and T2 MRI (21 slices each for
studv). The volumes of brain. CSF and lVlS plaques rvere
estimated for research purposes (e.g. follorv-up of patients)
using lesion trackrng. Depending on rhe nuntber and locarions
of plaques, the time taken for segmentatjon w,as 5 l0min per
N{RI set. The brain voiume and CSF analysis process was
carried out by a radiologist and required 5 l0min per MRI
set. The segmentation results appear realistic (Fig. 3D).

.15 patients suffering right-hemisphere brain infarcts were
studied using T2 MRI (21 slices per patient) and thereafier
segmented using iesion tracking to obtain infarct. CSF and
brain volumes. The process u,as carried out b) a radiologtsr
and required about 5 min per patient, and the results appear
realistic (Fig. 3a).

VHM cryosection images of the thorax were converted
to a set of 250x250 grey-scalc images (118 slices) and
thereafter segmented using reloading. Images were seg-
mented to 32 separate tissues. such as 1'at. muscle. hean.
liver etc. The result was apphed in electrophysicai simulations
of the electro-cardiogram and impedance cardiogram. The
rcsult is a highly accurate volume conductor. Owing
to the relativel,,- high number ol detectcd rissues. the
time taken u,as about 16h (Fi-ss.3c and fl (HETNoNEN et
dl..1996).
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Fi\"e patients suffering from chronic sinusjtis rvere studied
using helical CT. One hundred slices u,ere segmented. and
specific volumes ol the nasal cavit1,,, paranasal sinuses and
pathological soft-tissue changes u,ere obtained. Results were
compared with those obtained from rhinometry. The analysis
took about 50min for each patient (100 slices).

1.2 Phantont te.:t

The accuracy of Anatomatrc was dcmonstrated by segment-
ing MR irnages of fluid-filled syrinees. Five sl,ringes with
known volume (1, 2, 5. l0 and 20cm-') of u,ater were imaged
using the T2 weighted MRI sequences (35 slices, 250 x 250
pixels each). The sl,ringes were fixed on the surface of the
quality-assurance phantom. The vo-lume olthe phantom, filled
with cupric sulphate. u,as 2000cm'" rvhrch simulated well the
head coil loading during a normal head scan. A11 the MR
images produced were segmented and. according to the
measured volumes. the relative error ol the total volume
based on the syringe images was 1.57u.

5 Discussion

Physicians have found Anatomatic to be useful in studies
where volumetrrc analysis is imponant. and several medrcal
research projects are currently running. In addition to the
established volumetric measurements. u,hich have been
proved to be helpful in diseases such as multiple sclerosis.
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Fig. 3 Graphical results of'segntentatictt. ,*ial pro jectiuls o/ h) bruin infarct uncl (b) NlS plaque.s presented on top o/ ,VR slice. (c) Axial
ctlsasection ofthorax qnd (d) some segntented cn,osection. including.iat, nuscle. lungs. d(ferent blood masses erc. (e1, (f) Segmented
MR images o/ head. including sculp,.fbt. mtrscle. eye sclerq. e\,e Lens. cartilage. aqLteoLls humour. bone. CSF. grel' and whire natter. 3D
presentatiotls oJ'Q) rhite nrufier (h) grel narter and (i), (j) .\kull

Alzheimer's disease. epilepsy and tumours. we believe that the
software could be useful in manv other diseases. such as

infarcations. intercerebral haematomas, temporal bone dis-
eases. arterovenous malformations, sleep apnoeas. u,hlte
maner drseases and chronic sinusilis.

Image-anall,sis toois are often classified as automatic or
manual. Because Anatomatic automatically defines thc bound-
aries and combines imaees corresponding to drfl-erent tissues.
u1e consider the software semi-automatic. Owing to the semr-
automatic character olAnatomatic- it can be used in numerous
applications- and unexpccted artefacts and anatomical anoma-
lies r.vill not fail the system. Horver.er. rve are eoing to develop
some automatic algorithms in the future. For example. a
detection of MS piaques from FLAIR MRI is under devclop-
ment as a fully automatic and still rchable implemcntation of
IARD to segment the main tissues of the head.
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According to clinical tests applied to MS patients, the
volume of MS plaqucs does not correlate with the clinical
findings accurately. That can be explained b;, the probable
dependence of the s,vmptoms on the locations of the plaques.
Therefore u'e will dcvelop an anatomical atlas implemented
rvith Anatomatrc. Such a method rvould allow automatic
estimatron of an impairment caused b1, a lesion. improung
diagnostic capabilities dramaticalll-'.

A major problem in quantification is the operator-depen-
dency of lesion measurements. depending on subjectivity in
identif,ing lesions and determrnrns threshold-intensitl, leveis.
Therelore intra-obsen,er and inter-obsener variation studies
are essential in the evaluation ofa ncw imaging and measure-
ment tool. In our study. srx physicians u,ill participate in
inter-obsener studies of lesions in MS and right cerebral
hemisphcric infarctions. Intra-observer variations will be
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performed by an experienced neuroradrologist one u,eek apart-
and the intra-observer coefficient of variatron will be calcu-
lated for lhe measurements.

Segmentation and voiumetric analysis are important
radiological tools and. with proeressii e impror ements rn

seg-menration. methods rvill become accessible to daily radio-
logical practrces. Also. as neurology and neurosurgerv trainees
leam neuro-imaging in the most clinically relevant manner
(integration of clinical presentation and correlation with the
therapeutic outcome ofthe neuropathologic and surgical find-
in_rs), u'e believe that our new segmentation software, u,ith its
ease of use, u.ill be in great demand among neurologist and
neurosurgeons. bearing in mind the tremendous potential of
scgmentation and volumetric analysis in the various above-
mentioned diseases (BRILLN,IAN et al., 1997'1-
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Thre project inuobes the dnelopment o;f a fast semi-automatic
segmentation procedure to make an accurate aolumetit
estimttlion o.f brain ltsions. This method has bem applied in
th,e segmentation of demyelination plaques in Multiple Sclerosis
(MS) and nght cerebral hemkpheric infarctions in patients
with neglect. The deueloped segmentation method includes
seueral image processin{ techniqtus, such as image enhance-
,nent, amplitude segmentation, and region, grouing. The mtire
program operates on a PCbased computer and applies
graphical user in,ta.t'aces. Tuentl thret patients uith 1l1S and
13 patients uith right cnebral lrcmisphere infarctions were
studied on a 0.5 T MRI unit. Tht MS pktques and cerebral
infarctions uere tltereaJier segnented. The aolumetic accuraq
of the program uas demonstrated fu segmenting Magnetic
Rtsonance (MR) im.ages of /luid fllzd s\nnges. The reltztiue
enor of the total utlume measuremmt based on the MR images
of syringes uas 1.5 Vo. Also the repeatabiliry tuil uas caried out
a.t inttr- and intra-obseruer study in uhich MS phques of six
ranrlomly selccted patients were segmented. These tests indicated
7% aariabilib; in the inter obsemer studl and 4Vo tariabilitl
in the intra-obseruer study. Arerage timr tued to segmmt and
cnlculnte the total plaque xoLunws for one patiznt was 10 min.
Thts simpb segmentation method can be utilized in tlrc
quantitation of anatomicaL stluctures, such as air celk in the
sinonasal and tempmal bone area, as uell as in differmt
patholagicril condilions, such as brain tumours, intracerebral
haemalomas and bont deslruetions.

Introduction

In recent years the popularitv of segmentation and
r,olumetric anal_vsis has increased in the field of
radiologl' due to the introduction of digital imaging
methods. Semi-automatic or auromadc esrimation of
lesions from MR data is a challenging problem. Thev
have considerable advantages over manual methods
due to their objectir.itv and relatively fast operation Il].
Semi-automatic segmentation methods allow an opera-

tor to interactively correct for the errors of ttre
automatic methods.

Potential applications of brain tissue segmentation
include estimation of Multiple Sclerosis (MS) iesion
volumes, infarct volumes, brain tissue aaophy, ventri-
cuiar enlargement as well as enhancing three-dimen-
sional (3D) visuaiization, planning surgeries, and
registering images from different imaging mor{alidsg
such as CT, MRI, PET, and SPECT. Segmentation of
the lesions fiom MR images is an important initial step
to identify the region of interest for diagnosis and
treatment planning [2]. Volume estimation and 3D
rendering of these brain lesions wili be important in
clinical neuromedicine and in neurocognitive re-
search.

This work involves the development of the new
modified IARD t3l semi-automatic segmentation meth-
od at the Ragnar Granit Institute. We present two
potential clinical applications of this method: the
volumetric estimation of MS plaques and right cerebral
hemisphere infarctions. The accuracy of the method
was estimated based on several tests including inter- and
intra-observer studies.

Methods aud patients

Segmmtation algorithm

In order to construct a method to detect brain lesions
we developed a simple algorithm combining four
consecutive image processing techniques: image en-
hancement, amplitude segmentation, manual editing,
and integration (figure 1). Image enhancement con-
sists of low-pass filtering using a 3 x 3. cross-shaped
window and averaging. Such an operation smooths MR
images slightly but also affects the accuracy of the
results. Therefore the use of filtering is optional. The
next step was to amplitude segment each MR slice three
times using appropriate threshold coefficients. The
coefficients can be obtained directly fiom the MR
image or the intensity histogram. Each amplitude
segmentation requires two threshold parameters: the
lowest and the brightest intensity comprehended to
represent a particuiar lesion. The results were stored as
three independent bitmaps representing the lesions.

The lesions were emphasized after amplitude segmen-
tation but also other anatomical and pathological areas
not relelznt to the disease having similar intensity were
emphasized, and therefore manual editing was re-
quired. The main implementation in order to select
the lesions from surrounding tissues is the region\Authil f6 .mespondmce.
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Iigure ! l!: rARn segmentation algoithm- T'his consecutiue prourl.ure con.sists of image enhancemmt, amplitude segmentation,manual editing and integration. The goal oJ the procetlure is io mod,ifl the originil Mi i-og, to repriselt in, uriori.

growing (e.g. flood flll). If lesions are immediatelv
adjacent to anatomical structures, such as ventricles and
sulci the region growine fails and the results must be
corrected manuallv. Correction can be carried out, fbr
example, bv line drating together rridr additional
re$on gro\4rrng.

\4then all piaques have been selecred dre three imases
are combined. The result is an image in rvhich onli, ihe
lesions are presented, and in addirion, r,olumes are
displayed for each slice. Anatomical stmctures can also
be segmented as well as lesions. Such stmctures are. e.s.
scalp, skull, CSF, grev and rvhite matter, \,entricl.s, etl.
The locations of lesions can be better evaluated on an
image in rvhich some particular anatonlical stmcture
tissues together tr.ith lesions are presented.

Three amplitude segmentations are used instead of one
because lesions van.in their intensities (especiallv NIS

Figure 2. The user intnface of the deueloped, segmentation
soJiuare. The onginaL MR slice of a MS patierd is plresentett on
the uplter kfi cotner and the three ampliturle segmented arul.
modifed 

1ryages 
are presented around it. The luhire regions

represent MS pktques.

t71

plaques). Therefore all plaques can be detected with
reladvely good accuracy when at least three different
thresholds. are applied. euite often one amplitude
segmentation can be used instead of three. This choice
saves time but decreases accuracy.

The graphical user interface (figure 2) of the segmen-
tation software. appears similar to a bitrnap ariwing
pro€r.am. In this application colours represent tissues,
and the original MR image can be enhanced. In
addition, a set of MR imagei can be processed instead
of one image. Lesions can be select-ed with a mouse
controlled cursor. Sometimes the number of lesions is
s? grelt that it is more practical to remove everything
else other than lesions from an image. When the'resuli
]PPears satisfactory, the user can store the segmented
dat" 2116 the program reports the number ind total
volume of the detected lesion voxels. The segmented
data stack can also be stored on a hard disk and
presented threedimensiolally. The program is running
on a 120 MHz PentiumTM based .oirprr"t.. with 32 MB
ofrnemory and a 16 bit display adapier. Currentiy the
,.ofogT_,"p.*res under UNIX/NekTsteprM or'Win_
dowsNT"' operadng systems.

Patients

Twenty three patients suffering from chronic progres_
sive MS disease and 43 patien-ts suffering brain i#arct
were studied using a GETM Vectra 0.b T svstem
(General Electric Medical System, Milwaukee, WI,
USA). The MS lesion volumes were estimated based
on the axial. 3D Fast Spin Echo (FSE) T2 weighted
rmages covenng the ranse of 42 mm from the floor of
the fourth ventricie to the level of corona mdiata. The
infarct patiens were studied with the T2 weiehted Spin
Echo sequences, which covered the whole bLin.

Valid,ation of the segmentation method

Validation of the segmentation method included three
different stages: phantom tests (figure 3), inter-observer
studies, and intra-observer studies. The aim was to
estimate 

. 
the accuracy and reproducibility of the

volumetric measurements based 
-on 

our seginentation
method. Inter- and intra-observer studies-were per_
formed only for MS patient images because they ard far
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more difficuk to segment than brain infarct images due
to vary''ing interrsin,, size, and number of plaques (figure
41.

In the phantom resr 6\'e srringes *-ith kno*n volume (1,
1. 5. l0 and 20 cm"i of \\'ater were imaged using the T2
(35 slices) rueighted N{RI (3D FSE) sequences. The
s,vringes were fixed on the surface of a qualiq' assurance
phantom. The volume of rhe phantom filled rr.ith
cupric sulphate solution was :000 cmr uhich simulated
well the head coil loading during the normal head scan.
The resuking N{R images (250 x 250 pixels) were
transmitted through the computer network to anorher
personal compurer. rvhere the segmentation and the
volume estimation took place. The segmented volumes
were compared to the real r,olumes.

In the inter-obsener stud,v, six MRI sets of N{S paLienrs
were selected randomlr, and segmented b,v a neuro
radiologist. t$,o neurologiss, and a neuroresearcher, all
experienced with neuroanatomv and radiologl'. The
measured volumes of lesions based on segi-rnentation
were compared and variabiliw of the results was
computed.

In the intra-obsener studr,. one neuroradiologist and
one researcher segmented the six randomlv selected
image sets of N{S pitients four rimes within nvo neek.
Nso in this stud\.the measured'r,olumes were estimated
and the variabilin* of the results was computed.

Results

AJl 23 N{S patienrs and 43 infarct patients were
segmented successfull_v for neurological research pur-
poses. The time required ro segment and calculate the

total MS plaque volumes for one patient varied fiom b
to 20 min depending on the quaiity of the images and
the number of lesions (21 slices/MRl study). Time used
to segment t}le cerebral infarctions varied from 2 to
10 min depending on the size and shape of the
infarction.

The volumetric accuracy of the program was demon-
strated by segmenting MR images of fluid filled ryringes
(phantom test, figure 3). The relative error of rhe total
volume measurement based on the images of spinges
w^s 1.5%.

Iigure 1. Differmt a$earances of NIS plaques: perixentricular
plaques appear clearh on the slice (A) but are relatiuell
dfficult to separate from uentricles. PmamtricuLtr plaques
located in frontal caps (B) are ako diJjrult to dptrct due to lou
contast and small, size. In slice (C) periaenticular plaques are
dfficult to sepa,rate;t'rorn sulci. ConJluent plnques located in. the
deep uhite matter on slice (D) are dfficult to separate due to
uarying intensity. The slice (E) is full of sn,all lou intensitl
plaques uhich appear similar to sulci and uentnclzs. In slice
(F) plaques locatcd in corona radktta and circumflex
stmiduab are cbarll tisible and eaq to segment.

Figure 3. An eeampk o;f the MR images apptied in the
phantom test; fue qinges were fixed on the surface of a qualit:;
assurance phantom. The resolution of the images was
2;0, 2i0 pixeL and tlte nttmbn of sliret un: )5.
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Segmented MS Plaque Volumes in lnEa{beruer Sludy

Figure 5. A bar diagram presmting the measured aolumes 0f
MS plaques of six patients. Four obsm.ters and six patients were
used in this inter-obsenter studt.

Perentile Difteren@ gekeen Seghenbd Votumes and
AveGge Volumes of MS plagues

Figure 7. A bar diagrart presenting the ruasured rolumes oJ
MS plnques of six patimts in the intra-obsenter stud\. Six MS
palients w,rt rpgm?nlcd Jour l)ntt try a neurorndioictgsl.

Perenllle Oltlerene Belween Segmentod Volhesand
Average Voluhesof MS Plaques

e<

E.

B3

Figure 5. A bar diagram presenting the percentik differmce
betuteen the measured auerage aolltmes and, indiuidual
measures. This test demonstrated 7.5Vo dilference betwem the
mea;ured, and auerage 1)olumes. Six patients and four obsenters
took patx in this stud,).

In the inter-obsen'er studv the results demonstrated a
variabiliw of 7% (0.5 cm3) in the segmented MS plaque
volumes between the observers (see figures 5 and 6). ln
the intra-observ'er studv the total lariabilitr, u.as 3%
(0.3 cm3) for the radioiogisr (see figures 7 and 8) and
4Va for the researcher.

Discussion

Several segmentation sofnvare packages with the
capacin of different npes of r,isualization and volu-
metric analr'sis have been developed and clinically tried
[4-7]. The er,,aluarion of MS disease ancl cerebral
infarctions can utilize these quantization methods. N{RI
volumetric studies of MS plaques using a segmentation
technique are mandaron'in large scaie phase III drug
trials to obtain quantitative indices of disease progres-
sion [1, 7]. Volumetric eslimarion of right cerebral

l/h

34

Figure 8. A bar dingram presenting the percentib diffnmce
bettteen the rneeytred auerage aolurnes and indfuidual
measures in thp intra-obsmter stud\. This test dnnonstrated
a total of 3.4Vo diffumce betuem ihe ,neasl$ed, and. aatrage
aolurws.

hemisphere infarctions is essential for the assessment of
visual neglect associated with the disease.

Due to variable shape, size and intensity of plaques and
different locations near cerebrospinal fluid spaces
totally automated segmentation techniques are not able
to detect all lesions. The sensitivity of the analysis can be
increased by manual intervention, but it is time-
consuming. An ideal solution to a faster segmentation
method would be to combine semi-automatic segmen-
tation of the first MR slice and automatic segmentation
of the rest of the MR slices. Even under this
circumstance the presence of a radiologist is essential
to control the whole process and correct for possible
errors. However, due to increasing computing re-
sources automatic segmentation methods applying, for
example, neural networks are under development in
many scientific laboratories and prospects are promis-
mg.
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Segmentation of MS plaques from T2 MRI is difficult
due to the rpng appearance of plaque intensity, size,
location, and number (figure 4). Usually the plaques
are located periventricularly and therefore connected
to ventricles. One way to solve this problem would be
the use of multiprotocol MRI techniques. For example,
Fluid Attenuated Inversion Recovery (FI-AIR) MRI
enables the automatic separation of plaques and
cerebro spinal fluid (CSF). However, the use ofFLAIR
sequence has its own drawbacks like poor detection of
posterior fossa lesions [B].

Tumours can be quantitated using segmentation
techniques and per-operatively, the volumes have been
significantly correlated. But in studies involving neuro.
logical diseases like MS and cerebral infarctions the
quantification obtained from segmentation techniques
is impossible to correlate except when control exam-
inations have been performed.

Problems that need to be solved for any computerized
quantification method in multiple sclerosis are as
follows [9]:

(l) Irsions in MS in generai are fuzzy with soft rather
than hard boundaries.

(2) There is a significant r,zriation in the conspicuity of
lesions.

(3) MS plaques may be small in size and large in
numbers.

(4) Many artefacts may arise from the scanner, patient
motion and other sources, such as blood and CSF
flow.

(5) There is a di{ficulty in determining the true
accuracy of any method because there is no ideal
golden standard.

Brain lesion volumes and measurement reproducibility
in MS are markedly influenced by the use of different
MR scanners. Intra-observer lariability in iesion volume
measurement is not the same on all scanners. Sig-
nificantly dif[erent intra-observer rariabilities are seen
at different field strengths on systems from different
manufacturers. Two explanations can be given: first the
different manufacturer's characteristics may result in
different image contast and resolution. Secondly, the
quality ofthe analysis depends on observer's experience
on machines with the same field srrength [10]. We
minimized these variabilities by performing t}re exam-
ination on a single 0.5 T machine and using the
facilities of an experienced neuroradiologist in the
field of MS and brain infarctions.

Inter-observer lariability depends on several factors: the
experience of the clinician or researcher in the
diagnosis and delineation of the MS plaques as they
are non+pecific on T2-weighted images. Amongst the
numerous lesions are also ischaemic lesions, which only
an experienced neurologist or neuroradiologist can
recognize on the basis of location and morphology. So a
variery of observers with rying experience affects the
end-results" When there is confluencing of the lesions
and the iesions are in the vicinity of the ventricles or the
cortex, the exact delineation ofthe size oflesions lzries

between observers. The use of thin 2-3 mm slices and
3D acquisition would standardize the images and be
essential for inter-obsewer lzriability.

In order to develop clinically useful segmentation
methods, certain criteria such as restricting the total
segmentation time to a maximum of 10 min per patient
and the volumetric error to under 5Vo should be
achieved. Without these criteria the use of any
segmentation method would remain restricted to
research purposes oniy. However, in certain smaller
anatomical areas such as the orbit, accuracy of the
segmented lesions is more important than total
segmentation time.

With advances'in segmentation techniques the impor-
tant questions to be answered are whether the findings
are real, are they reproducible, are there any diagnostic
limitations of the images due to the acquisition of
volumetric data and is it possible to generalize the
results [11]? Therefore, intra-observer and inter-ob-
server variabilities need to be evaluated before the final
evaluation of the segmentation method [10]. Intra-
observer rariability for quantification is dependent on
the extent of abnormalities present on the images. It is
higher in cases of extended abnormaiities in which it is
dfficult to analyse the differences in size of the lesions
and lower in cases of a few and weli circumscribed
lesions [12]. Intra-observer variabiiity is aiso influenced
by the accurary ofrepositioning [13]. Even small errors
in repositioning can lead to significant changes in
measured lesion load, thus indicating the potential
benefit of using thinner slices or 3D acquisition with
subsequent co-registration of serial images [4- 16].

Inter-observer variabilities are very much dependent on
the experience ofthe neurologist and neuroradiologist
and the time interval between the four examinations. In
our study the observers were experienced in the field of
MS and infarctions. AIso the time intenal beflveen the
readings were kept optimal, i.e. two to three week.

According to our tests, the IARD segmentation gives a
vaiability of 7% in inter-observer study and 4Vo inintra-
observer study for MS plaque segmentation. The range
of deviations from the mean values was maxtmally 23Vo
(0.16 cm3) between observers andTVo (0.05 cm3) ln the
intra-subject test. If absolute volumes are used instead
of relative values, the maximum variations are 1.9 cm3
(10Vo) and, 1.2 cm3 (6%), respectively. The results are
relatively good, taking into account varying appearance
and number of plaques (see figure 4).In elzluation of
brain infarct volumes the results could probably be even
better due to the smaller number and ciearer appear-
ance of lesions.

Since the volumetric assessment of iesions in several
neurological and surgical diseases has gained an
important position in the evaluation and follow-up of
the patients, semi-automatic segmentation methods like
IARD due to their ease, f,astness, and accuracy have
become a part of the imaging protocols in various
neurological diseases. The progressive improvements in
MRI technology and segmentation methods will in
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future become part of dailli radiological practices. Since
these segrnentation methods are still in their initial
stages of clinical urilin, experience and careful doc-
umentation of lesions in manl different diseases are
needed to make progress in this area"
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Abstract

This study focuses on three-dimensionai (3D) presentations of medical images such as magnetic resonance (MR) images and computed
tomography (CT) images. Also multimodal presentations of medicai images and signals. including different visualization techniques ure

considered. A C++ class library together with graphrcal user interfaces was developed for presenting the results. The implemented sottware
operates in PCAVindowsoi'environment. It was tested with various medical images including raw MR and CT data and segmented images.

and was applied in a hospital environment. The softwre operates relatively fast and the quality of resulting pictures is adequate for all tested

medical applications. Further applications of 3D presentations in clinical medicine re considered. O 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd- A1l rights
resened

Keywords: 3D visualization; Surface reconstruction: Multimodal visualization; Transprency

Computerized
Medical lmaging

and Graphics

1. Introduction

Modem medical imaging methods, such as magnetic
resonance (MR) imaging and computer tomography (CT)
are capable of producing accurate three-dimensional (3D)
information of the anatomy of the patient. Even if the image
data is obtained in 3D it is usually displayed conventionally
by observing the data slice by slice. However, complicated
anatomical structures are better visualized in 3D mode.

Any voxel based object can be visualized in 3D by apply-
ing ray tracing theories [,2] and, therefore, medical images
consisting of voxels of different intensities can easily be

displayed. The most used methods for this purpose are for-
ward mapping [1], ray casting [3] and marching cubes [4].
Usually medical images must be preprocessed before visua-

lization in order to separate various tissues and structues.
Such procedure is understood as segmentation [5,6].

3D visualization can be applied in numerous medical
applications to clarify patient anatomy or even to plan sur-
gical operations [7]. Such presentations will probably never
fully replace the conventional displaying methodology, but
will aid in better understanding the structures. For example,
some anatomical structures that cannot be seen in their

* Conesponding author. Tel.: +358 3 247-4016: Fax: +358-3-247-4013:

E-mail: tomi@ee.tut.fi

0895-61 I 1/98/$19.00 O 1998 Elsevicr Science Ltd. All rights reserved
PIi: S0895-61 1 I (98)0003 l-7

normal state (e.g. fluid filled spaces) can be easily visua-
lized. One way to combine conventional and new displaying
methods would be the integration of 3D surface and section
images by cutting the surface. Such a technique is capable of
producing section images including information of the
sunounding anatomy.

One important application of 3D visuaiization is to com-
bine different information modalities. For example, electro-
encephalogram (EEG) and MR images can be combined to
present potentiai field disribution on a 3D surface of the
patient scalp [8]. If a cortical EEG t9] is obtained potential
fie1d can be presented inside the head. Such visuaiization
can be produced using an appropriate color map to represent
potentials. Particular conductivity models and inverse meth-
ods [10] are capable of producing continuous information of
potential fields inside the head and thorax, which can also be

visualized by combining the use of color maps, 3D recon-
struction, and volume cuts.

Due to the increasing computing capabilities in recent
years the popularity of 3D visualization has increased in
the field of medicine. The number of voxels in a common
MR/CT study varies from 1.5 X 106 to 30 X 106 and, there-
fore, requires huge amounts ofmemory and processing per-
formance. Also the resolution and color space of displaying
hardware increases the requirements and, therefore, com-
mercial 3D visualization packages usually operate in a
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C-Xy$ilct_Clrt

Fig. I. The class hierrchy- of 3D_OBJECT \\brary.

workstation environment. In this study a parsed class library
for the 3D visualization was developed" In addition. a

simple graphical user interface for PCAVindows environ-
ment was implemented to control the displaf ing. The soft-
ware is capable of producing all of the aforementioned
graphical presentalion modcs.

2. Materials and methods

ln order to present raw and preprocessed medical lmages
in 3D a special computer software called Medimag was

developed. It was tested by usrng various test materlals
including several T1-weighted MR image sets of the head
(250 x 250 pixels. 100 slices. produced by a General
Electric 0.5 T MRI unit) and CT image sets of the skull
(512 x 512 pixels, 100 slices. produced by a General
Electric Pro Speed PLUS scanner). Also multimodal images
were created by combining simulated 3D electric flelds and
MR images. Simulations were computed using a previously
reported software developed at Ragnar Granit Institute for
epileptic studies [10].

2.). Object clctss

The core of the visualization software is the jD_Object

class library developed panicularly for medicai
applications. However, it can be used lbr any voxel based

visualization. The class defines several abstract data types
and objects for voxel-based data, 3p surfaces, volume cuts,
coordinates, colors, etc. (Fig. 1):

C_jd_Object is an abstract class for storing information
about the coordinate systems, viewing parameters, and illu-
mination parameters. It forms the basis for the other more
specific classes and defines a common interface for inherited
ciasses.

C_volume_mesh is an abstract class for storing and hand-
ling voxel based data. The data can include voxels ofhomo-
genous .r- and )-dimensions, and varying z-dimension. In
the structure a voxel is an 8-bit word capable ofrepresenting
256 different intensities. Usualiy the voxels in the CT and
MR images are presented using 16-bit words capable for
presenting 65536 intensities. In spite ofthat, 256 intensities
are sufficient enough for practical purpose 3D presentation

because only iow frequency details are lost when converting
from 16-bit to 8-bit. Further, when segmented images are

used in visualization instead of original MR/CT images
256 intensities are capable in representing 256 different
tissues.

CStolygonized_volume_mesh is a concrete ciass inher-
ited from C_3d_object and C_volume-mesh for creating a
surface of a voxel based object and for computing surface
normals. The criterion for generating the surface is based on
amplitude segmentation [11] defining the minimum and
maximum intensity of an object voxel. The class includes
the definition ofprojection planes, voxel dimensions, virtuai
camera localions, iilumination parameters, surface colors,
volume cuts, fi1tering, anti-aliasing, etc.

C_ca, is a class representing sections which can be imple-
mented on a surface. Three different types of sections have
been inherited from this class: Slice cut (C_.4,slice_cut),Pie
cnt (CJie_cut), and Cube cut (C_cube_cut) (Fig. 2). It is
also possible to define what type of information is presented
on a sectioned surface: solid surface, original MR/CT data,
multimodal data using colors, or a combination of original
MR/CT data and multimodal data.

C_image is a class for defining, filtering, and storing
generated 3D images. The images are 24brt true color bit-
maps in the raw format, which can easily be displayed.
C_image can also be used in combining images by applying
Z-buffering.

Fig. 2. Different section styles: (a) C_x'-s[ice_cut; (.b1 Clie cur. and (c) C cube crl. The section pilameters can bc defined ilbitrarv

. t-.^^ I
:__::::_".,
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,1- image data.se t_zoom;

E- image data.set-canera;

9. image data.set-light:

10. image _ddta..frhe ring ;

1 l. ptddta.dra\|( imdge ) ;

//number of voxels itr x, :-. and z

direction

/,4o\|est intensiO representinI an

object
//hi g he st intens ity re p re s e nli ng an

object

//ma gniJic at ion

// e.g. locatio]1 and directiotl

//int en sit _t, direct i on, lig ht t1p e

//ant i-aliasin g. ov e rs amp ling, e tc.

//store the produced picture to
"inage"

S_color is a class fbr defining color maps that are used in

multimodal imaging. The most commonly used map is the

heated-cooled object spectrum.

C_coordinate is a light-weighted class to present voxel
dimensions.

The follou'ing simple pseudo-code clarifies how the

objects and abstract types can be applied:

1. C IMAGE inage(512.512) //construcror for a bimap objecr

2. C- POLYGONIZED-VOLUME- //cotlstructor lor o 3D surface

MESH
image data

lower threshold coefficient,

upp er thres ho Ld co eJfi c ient,

pointer to voxel data. pointer to the 8-bit voxeL data

parameters for swface calculatiott, //SimpLe PoLlgon or Flood Filling
voxeL dimensions, //x-. v-, and:-dimensions of a voxel

poitter ta) muLtimodal data, //pointer to \-bit voxel data

pointer to slice thickness tector); //i.f tlrc ..-dimeilsion ofroxels vary

1. C-PIE CLT cutl(pardmeters): //deJine slafi ond end angles, etc.

5. imdge-data.add(cuL I ): //Eenerate pie section

6. image-data.set colomode /,/MRI/CT data. muhimodal coLors,

(parameters for section surfaces); etc-

basic conception of FFM involves a non-recursive 3D
flood fitling [11.12] in order to detect and mark all the
"empty" voxels outside the object. FFM does not require

additional memory for sudace generation because it
utilizes the same 3D matrix where the voxel data is
stored. The algorithm saves memory by using the voxel
values under nine for its own computation (limits the

original MR/CT voxel values to the range of 10-255).
Therealter, all the voxels adjacent to "empty" voxels

represent surface voxels. The criteria for determining voxels
representing a particular object was based on threshold

coeflicients.
The next step is to compute surface normal vectors fbr

each surface voxel. That was implemented by applying the
"center of gravity" (CG) of a group of sudace voxels; A
voxel is surrounded by a small hollow sphere (radius :
1...5 voxels) and the CG is computed for this sphere. A
vector drawn from CG to the voxel represented the surface

normal. The accuracy of the normal vector calculation
depends on the size of the sphere and also on some

additional parameters. As a simple rule, large continuous

surfaces can be processed using a large sphere and small

complex surfaces using a small sphere. However. high tie-
quency noise on a continuous surface can be removed using

a large sphere.

Visualization of the surface voxels was implemented sim-

pl1, by applying Phong shaded [13] polygons. Z-buffering

[1] was used in the process as a back-face removal algo-

rithm. It also enabled the integration of two dift'erent 3D
surfaces for presenting some segmented structures located

partially within each other [Fig. 3(d) and (e)1. The piecewise

definition of the surface color and transparenc-v [Fig. 3(d) and

(f)l enables the visualization of arbitrar-r" multimodal images.

2. 3. Softw are imp I e mentation

Medimag software was developed to utilize the 3D-object
librarv. It involves the r,isualization of original MR/CT
images, produced 3D images. projection plane. definitions.
definitions of threshold coefficients. etc. Medimag is cap-

able of processing raw and Rl-E.coded segmented medical
images. The appearance and operation of the software are

presented in Fig. 4.

Medimag uses a simple data format to open MR1CT
image sets. Any digital image format can be easily con-

verted to this format consisting of a header and data. The
header contains image stack size (r-, )-. and a-dimensions),
physical dimensions. imaging techniques and projection
planes. Image data itself is stored as a 3D matnx using

8 bits per voxel.

3. Results

Medimag together with the 3D-object library was tested

using several source data and it's performance, time use,

The 3D-object library was developed using standard

C+* programming lan-euage and can, therefore, be

imported into any programmin-q environment supporting

c++.

). 2. Tlt ree -d itncn s ional rccon.\Irucl iott

The 3D_object class enables two different implementa-
tions for detect a 3D surface. The simpler one. called simple
polygon method (SPM) applies the basic ray casting theo-

rem [3]: a 3D matrix (e.g. MRI data) representing the mod-

eled object is scanned from all six sides in order to find
surface voxels. The detected voxels are thereafter stored

in a data structure for t-urther processing. SPM operates

perfectly when the modeled object is a convex. However.
cavities and complex structures cannot be detected accu-

rately and, therefore. another surface scanning technique

called flood filling method (FFM) was implemented. The

269
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Fig 3 3DimaeesproducedusingMedimag.Axialprojectionsof (a)scalp: and(b)skullreconsrructedfromrau,CTimages(512x-siIx99voxels).Nasal
cavities and paranasal sinuscs (C) were segmented trom the same CT ser and presenred in 3D. A MR set ol the head was sesmenred and visualizcd br- applying
transpilencY ard volumc cuts (D.E). (F) Computed conical EEG is prcsented as a multimodai image on the surface of the cofrex obtained from MR images.

and memory consumption were estimated. A1l the tests were
performed on a 200 MHz Pentium Pro@ based pC,
equipped with a 24 bit color display and 64 MB of RAM.
The processing time requirements are expressed as asymp-
totic notations @(n).

Most of the processing was required by the constructor of
the "polygonized volume mesh " in order to reconstrucr a
3D surface. The time use was comparable to @(; X y X 3 {
pa X nv), where r, y, and z represent the dimensions of the
source data, po the number of surface voxels, and zu the
number voxels applied in the surface normal calculation for
each pa. Surface voxels and normals can be stored to a hard
disk and reused, thus decreasing the processing time. In
practice, for a 250 X 250 X 99 MRI set of the human
head the number of surface voxels was 230000 and the
total processing time was 20s. For a 512 x 512 X 100
CT data the processing time was about 2 min. When the
computed surface was read from the disk, the rendering
required 5 s of pre-processing. Other operations, for exam-
ple, volume cuts and displaying a 3D image required only a
few seconds ofprocessing. Without filtering, the displaying
of an image (800 X 800 pixels) required only i s of proces-
sing. Storage of the source data consumed most of the mem-
ory and is proportional to @(x X y X z). The memory
requirements of the polygon surface are linearly propor-
tional to the number of surface polygons and the number
of voxels in the sectioned surfaces. In general, at least
32 MB of RAM is recommended (for a 250 X 250 X 100

data set) and the use of vinual memory should be
avoided.

The produced 3D images offer new perspectives to
medical image analysis (sample pictures are presented in
Fig. 3). The multimodal imaging enables powerful visuali-
zation of different tvpes of data. such as integrating poten-
tials and MR images.

4. Discussion

The Medimag software was tested in a hospital environ-
ment where the MR and CT images were produced. ph1,si-

cians. surseons. radiologists, and especially neurolo,gists
were interested in using 3D presentations in their clinical
work. Various researchers have reported how surgeons have
applied 3D images in planning operations [7.14] and in
visualizing tumors and other anomalies [15-17]; It is easier
to render anatomical structures from 3D images than fronr
normal 2D slices. Funher, a 3D surface tosether with
sections is a powerful tool in studying patient anatomy.
Neuroradiologists and neurologists are particularll, inter-
ested in visualizins different brain lesions, such as multiple
sclerosis plaques. cerebral infarcts, etc. Transparent 3D
surfaces enable the clear presentation of the lesions
(e.g. lesions caused by cerebral hemorrhages. brain
tumors. and such dementias as Alzheimer's disease) inside
the head.

tal
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Fig. .1. The N{edimag soiiware. Cenerated 3D imagcs are presenled on th. main window. },hich aiso enables rhe definition of prc.jection planes. zoom factor.
sections. etc. If the source data consists of raw information the "MRI/CT Parameters" uindow appeus and requires threshold cocfficients, surfacc and
background colors. and some additional parameters for displaying. If the source data is preproccssed. i.e. segmented. the "display segmented dara" window
appcars and asks which tissues should be displayed. etc.
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Multimodal visualizations are very useful in neuological
studies; Simulated or measured signals can be presented on
a 3D surface using colors. If the signal consists of multiple
consecutive samples, it can be presented as a continuous
animation. Further, the signals can be visualized on sections
enabling clear presentation of electric fields inside the head.

Such techniques are also important in the presentation of
epileptic foci.

The implemented 3D library is comparable with other
softwarc-based visualization packages due to severai prop-
erties, such as that after preprocessing, the image can be
displayed rapidly. The best result thus far on a singie pro-
cessor computer is three frames per second (Digital Alpha
600 MHz) even though the software is fully portable and
does not use any hardware specific optimizations. The
rendering algorithm is a combination of pure volume and
polygon surface rendering enabling simple hardware imple-
mentations. However, 3D graphics acceierators could
increase the displaying performance dramatically at a very

lorv price. Further. concurrent implementation of the render-
ing algorithm is trivial to develop and Iinearly scaleable.
Another important feature of the library is the abilitl, to
interactivell, make sections to the 3D surface. and new
section types can be developed.

We have compared the propenies and obtained results of
Medimag to three other software-based visualization
packages called Volvlsr. VolPact?. and VFleer3. Volvis
was developed at State University of New York and ofTers
four diff-erent visualization methods: Ray casting. ray tra-
cing. radiosity. marching cubes. and splatting. These con-
ventional visualization techniques are capable of producing
accurate 3D images. but operate slowly and require huge
amount of memory.

Medimag applies only surface voxels instead of all voxels

\*p//"*rn-vsb.edu/-vislab/\,olvis-home. html
- (http://tr w\. g.aphics.stantbrd.edu/sotiwue/volpack
' http://w*,w.psc.edu/general/soit*,are/packases/vfl eet/package docs/
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in visualization procedure and, therefore, operates faster.
This faster approach enables still most of the needed
features, such as volume cuts. Further, the preprocessing

of the surfaces allows for more realistic illumination when
compared to conventional methods. VolPack utilizes the
method of shear-warp and applies also all the object voxels
in visualization, hence its performance is linearly dependent
on the number of voxels. One drawback of VolPack is that
the dimensions of voxels must be regular. VFleet was devel-
oped at the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center and applies
distributed ray casting. Its performance has been testeda in a
Cray T3D computer including 40 CPUS, demonstrating the
speed of 4 s per frame.

Even if Medimag operates relatively fast, 30 s for pre-
processing is a relatively long time to wait. However, the
performance of computer increases rapidly and it is realistic
to suppose that the processing time will decrease dramati-
caliy in the near future by applying multimedia instruction
sets (e.g. MMX@ and VIS@ technologies) and 3D graphics

acceierators. In the future, this visualization software can be
used in association with various clinical image analysis
methods as automatic or semiautomatic segmentation [5,6].

5. Summary

This study invoived the development of a 3D visualiza-
tion software for medical images. The implemented soft-
ware called Medimag includes two separate parts: the 3D
object library and the user interface. The jD_object library
was developed using C** language and can be utilized in
3D reconstruction and visualization of voxel based data.
The main purpose of the software was to display multimodal
3D images in which MR/CT images and measured-
simulated electric fields are combined. Further, the software
can be efficiently utilized in presenting medicai images in
3D. The implemented 3D library is comparable to other
software-based visualization packages due to several prop-
erties. It operates relatively fast, it is hardware independent,
it has an option to concurrent processing, and it enables
interactive sections to a 3D surface. With the help of the
user interfaces, the properties of the library can be intui-
tively utiiized; raw and segmented images can be displayed
and inte$ated, etc. Medimag was tested in a Pc^Vindows@
environment using several MR, CT and segmented medical
images. The results appear realistic and the software oper-
ates relatively fast. The testing was performed on a

200Ml1z Pentium based computer, equipped with 64 MB
of RAM. Average time required to reconstruct a 3D surface

from MR/CT images varied from 20 s to 2 min depending
on the size of the source data. Thereafter, different projec-
tions and volume cuts required only a few seconds of pro-
cessing. The software was tested in a hospital environment

- hft p/*, A*du/general/softwre/packages/vfl eeVpackage-docVde-
velopment/vfl ee1t3d-timin gs.htlnl

and the results were interesting. For example. multimodal
images enable accurate and clear representation of electric
fields inside the head or thorax. Further. surgeons can apply
3D visualization in displaying patient anatomy and even in
planning surgical operations. The usefulness of Medimag
can be increased towards clinical applications by applying
an appropriate segmentation software.
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Abstract-rhe paper describes the apptication of new semi-automatic segmentation
software to the task of detection of anatomical struclures and lesion and {hek three-
dimensional (3D) visualisation in 23 patients with secondary progressive multiple sclerosis
(MS). rhe purpose is to study the correlation between magnetic-resonance imaging (MRt)
parameters (volumes of plaques and cerebrospinal fluid spaces) and ctiniiat deficrts
(neurological deticits in the form of EDSS and FIFSS scores, and neuropsychotogical
detLcits). The sotlware operafes in Pj/windows and pc/Nexrstep enviionments and
utilises graphical user interfaces. Quantitative accuracy is measurqd by perlorming
segmentation of tluid-filled syringes (elative enor of 1.s/), and reproducibility is mea-
sured by intra- and inter-observer studies (s% and 7% variahility, respectiveD. The mean
volumes of MS plaques show significant correlations with the total RFss scores
(p:0.04). Relative intracranial cerebrospinal ttuid (csF) volumes show statistica,,y
signilicant correlation wrth EDSS scores (p:0.01). The mean volume of MS plaquei
shows a significant correlation with the overall neuropsychological deficits (p:o.,os). sD
visualisation he,ps to understand the relationship of lesions to the surrounding brain
structures.

Keywords-Multrple sclerosis, Magnetic resonance, ,mage processin g, Volume
measurement, Segmentalion, 3D visualisation
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1 lntroduction

MULTIILE scLERosrs (MS) is the most common demyelinating
disorder of the central nervous system. Magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) is the single most important paraclinical
investigation in the diagnosis of MS and has become increas-
ingly imponant in describing the natural history ofthe disease
and in monitoring therapy. Its sensitivity surpasses that of
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) examination and trimodal evoked
potentials (TRUYEN, i994).

The quantification ofMS plaques and associated atrophy on
magnetic resonance (MR) images provides objective measures
that are continuous and on a iinear scale and that are sensitive
to disease changes (Frr-renr et al.,1997). The different issues
that need to be considered for MS lesion quantification with
computerised methods are recognition (the process of deter-
mining and distinguishing a specific object from other struc-
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tures), delineation (defining the extent of the object) and
efficacy (representing how practical the method is) (MTLLER
et al., 1998). Developments in MRI and digital image proces-
sing have made possible acgurate volumetric estimation,
which requires accurate and reproducible segmentation
(PEcK e, al.,1996).

This work describes the application of a new, fast semi-
automatic segmentation softrvare, called Anatomatic (HEINo-
xeN er al,l997; 1998a), to srudy the correlations between the
MRI parameters and neurological and neuropsychological
deficits in patients with secondary progressive MS disease.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Patients

Twenty-three patients suffering from secondary progressive
MS disease were studied at the fampere Universiry Hospital
during the year 1996-1997. Detailed neurological examina-
tions were carried out using the expanded disability starus
scale @DSS) (Kunrzxr, 1983) and regional fimctional scor-
ing scale (RFSS) (LycKE et al., 1996) scores. Neuropsycho-
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Iogical examinations included analysis for frontal function
impairment, long-term verbal memory, visuo-spatial short_
and long-term memory and visuo-perceptive disorders.

2.2 MN protocol

MRI was performed at the Departrnent of Diagnostic Radi_
ology on a GE 0.5 Tesla MRI machine*, using a standard head
coil. In addition to-routinely used axial T2 weighted images,
proton densiry weighted images, fluid attenuated inversion
recovery GLAIR) images and gadolinium DTpA enhanced Tl
images for diagnosis, the imaging protocol also included axial
T1 weighted images (TR 300ms; TE 20ms; matrix size
160x256; NEX 5; FOY 22cm; slice thickness 5mm and
gap 2mm) and axial 3D fast spin echo (FSE) images (TR
2000ms; TE 150ms; matrix size l9ZxZ24; NEX l; FOV
22cm; ETL 16; slice thickness 2mm with no interleaving
gaps) for segmentation.

2.3 Segmentation and volumetric analysis

Segmentation and volumetric analysis were perforrned on
axial Tl weighted images, covering the whole brain, and axial
3D T2 FSE images, covering a range of42 mm from the floor
of the fourth ventricle to the level of corona radiata. 3D T2
FSE images were used for segmentation of MS plaques. The
reason for restricting the region of imaging in the 3D T2 FSE
sequence was to obtain satisfactory resolution with our MRI
device (the plaques are mostly located in that region). A very
thin spoiled grass (SPGR) gradient echo sequence could not be
performed owing to the same limitation.

Segmentation was carried out using the IARD segmentation
algorithm (HETNoNEN et al.,1997; I998a) applying, consecu-
tively, image enhancement (Fig. 1, step l); amplitude seg-
mentation (step 2); region growing (step 3); and decision trees
(step 4). Ampiitude segmentation was applied three times
using different threshold coefEcients, and the results were
stored as three separate bit-maps. This enables the segmenta-
tion of different intracranial tissues and also detects piiques of
different intensities simultaneously. Decision trees hilp in
determiling that a particular tissue covers another in a definite
order, to achieve a reasonable final image.

Intracranial cerebrospinal fluid volume (a measure ofbrain
atrophy) was estimated from2D T2 weighted images using the
same methods as in MS plaque segmentation, with several
exceptions concerning the removal ofsubcutaneous fat tissues
located extracranially. This was resolved by multiple thresh-
olds and decision trees.

2.4 Segmentation software

The graphicai user interface of the Anatomatic software
(HETNoNEN et a1.,1998a) is presented in Fig. 2. The software
operates in PC/Windows95 and PC,AJeXTstep environments.
Various buttons help in achieving the final results. After an
image has been selected from the MRI stack, amplitude
segmentation is performed either by increasing or decieasing
the intensities. Images are then modified manually, unneces-
sary pixels are deleted, and the plaques and CSF spaces zue
enhanced with specific colours. The final results are stored,
and the program reports the number and the volume of the MS
plaque voxels. The segmented data can be stored on a hard
dilk and presented three-dimensionally (Fig. 3). 3D rendering
of images is made in any plane using Medimag software
(HETNoNEN et al., 1998c).

2.5 Validation and reproducibility of the method

The validation of the method has been performed earlier, in
our previous study, using phantom tests. The studies demon-
strated an error ranging from 0.3% to 4Yo. A test on the
variability of the MS plaque and CSF volumes was performed
as ar intra- and inter-observer study in six randomly selected
MR image sets of MS patients. The inter-observer test demon-
strated a variability of7%o, and the intra-observer test demon-
smted a variability of 3% (HErNoNeN er aL, 1998b).

3 Results

The whole procedue, including the MRI examination,
image segrnentation and volumetric estimations, took on
average 40min. Segmentation of images took 5-20min,
depending on the-number of plaques. The time used for
malual interaction was 2-5 min. A good discrimination was
obtained befween the white matter, cortical and deep grey
matter and the cerebrospinal fluid spaces in the brain. The
margins of the MS plaques were accurately deiineated, and
thus MS plaques were readily separated from normal brain
tissue. Accurate 3D reconstruction images were acquired.

The median total lesion volumes obtained in our patient
group for Tl and T2 weighted plaques were 0.5 cm3 and
3.8 cm', respectively. The median volume for total intracranial
cerebrospinal fluid spaces was i 1.3 cm3. The mean volumes of
MS plaques showed significant correlations with the total
RFSS scores (p = 0.04). No significant correlation was
found berween the mean plaque volumes and the total EDSS
scores. Relative intracranial CSF volumes showed significant

Fig. 1

2

Segmentation algorithm: seEmentation of MS plaques from raw MR images consists of s*eral stages, including ptaque highlighting
usiflg amplitude segmentation (step 2), lesion detection using region gro\9ing and manial ed.itins 6iep 3), and iiige int"sitioi (tt"p
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Fig.Z Analomatic software running in PC/NeXTstep environment. Software also operates in PC/W'indows95 enyironment. Segmenlation
procedure is controlled using 'MN segmentation' window, in which original MR image and amplitude-segmented and manually
modified images are presented. Segmented data can be slored and nu MR images can be opened Lsing 'inspector' panel on left.
Segmenlation tools and colours representing dilferent tissues can be selectedfrom 'segmentation tool' window. Individual volumes from
uial slices and total plaque and CSF volumes can be identifed at top

Fig- 3 3D imoges reconstmctedfrom segmented MR images reing Medimag sofu-ore (a) surface of cortex is tisible through transparent scalp
and shill. (b) Scalp. skull and il[S plaques are displayed simultaneously, applying trqnsparenq. (c1 3D rendering of MS plaques in
uial plane

colrelation with EDSS scores (p : 0.01). The mean volume
of MS plaques showed a significant correlation with the
overall neuropsychological deficits (p : 0.03).

4 Discussion

This study shows the successful use of semi-automatic
segmentation in the detection of MS plaques and brain
atrophy, and studies their correlations with neurological and
neuropsychological dysfunctions. The reasonably good inter-

and intra-observer variations and the comparable validation
errors achieved in our study prove the reproducibility and
reliability of this segmentation technique. ln this prospective
study, the MS plaques from T1 and T2 weighted images and
CSF spaces from T2 images have been studied as a package
analysis for volumetric esrimation.

Manual methods of segmenration are prone to operator
variability and can be very time-consuming (Gmns er ai.,
i996) when a trained operator outlines the lesion. Intra-
observer variability has varied in different studies, ftom as
low as 6% in experienced hands to as high as 14-20% in less
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experienced hands (GoNsar-sz et al.,1994). Automatic seg-
mentation methods, although fast, are prone to mistakes owing
to variable degrees of differentiation between normal and
pathological tissue. We believe that the reasonably fast com-
putational and interaction times achiev-ed with this segmenta-
tion software are comparable with those of an earlier study
(Uoura er al., 1997), where the computational time for
segmentation was i-40min, and interaction time was l-
15 min.

Threshold-based semi-automatic lesion methods do require
different degrees of operator assistance but improve t]-re
variability for volume determination when compared with
manual tracing (GRTMAUD et al., 1996). Although small
threshold changes result in significant changes in lesion load
(FtLtppt et al.,1996) and in false positives, false negatives and
wrongly delineated lesions, the technique ignores these pro-
blems or requires operator assistance (MILLER et a1.,1998).
Anatomatic being a segmentation procedure based on partially
interactive motphological region detection and region grow-
ing, it has the advantage of partially automated, interactive
supervision of lesion detection, and being accurate and reason-
ably fast compared with the manual and automatic techniques.

Important factors for correlation studies are patient selec-
tion, clinical scoring systems, field strength of MRI and the
choice of pulse sequences and orientation (TnureN er ai.,
1990). In this study, to optimise the situation, we selected a
homogenous group of MS patients (secondary progressive
MS), used a conventional neurological disability marker
(EDSS), the less-used new RFSS scoring system, and a
range of neuropsychological tests, examined all patients on
the same 0.5 machine and selected modem 3D imagrng
sequences, such as 3D fast spin echo and T1 images for
Iesion quantification.

The reported correlations of the lesions with the clinical
parameters have varied widely from weak to moderate
(KApPos et al., 1987). Also, several correlations between the
quantified MS lesions and cognitive abnormalities have been
reported (FErNsrErN et al., 1992). In this study, the analysis
was performed under optimum MRI conditions, aad, hence,
significantly positive correlations were observed between the
EDSS, new RFSS, cognitive dysfunctions and selected MRI
deduced parameters. To our knowledge, in this study, for the
first time in literature, RFSS has been correlated with MRI
parameters.

The ability to obtain very thin plane intervals enables the
reconstruction of 3D images in any plane. Images acquired in
axial planes can be reformatted in the sagittal and coronal
planes to achieve an accurate analysis of the location of the
MS lesions and their correlations with surrounding strucnres.
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The electroencephalogram (EEG) visuaiization software was developed containing two-
dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) brain mapping modules. The input to the program
is standard clinical individual patient data recorded using digital EEG and magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI). The software utilizes several techniques, such as heuristic triangulation, ray
casting, Gouraud shading, and image fusion to form multimodal 3D images. The program has
been applied to the 3D visualization of various EEG signals, 'tortical" EEG signals, and
potential frelds generated by a computer model. The deveioped program appears to operate
efficiently and intuitively in PC/lVindows environment.

INTRODUCTION

For more than one decade brain mapping has been used as an expression for the
methodology of representing either spontaneous or evoked electroencephalograph
(EEG) activity. Brain mapping is a topographic map that is projected onto the scalp
(1). The feature represented may be the amplitude of a given peak, a spectral variable
or a correlation measure. An EEG feature is extracted for all derivations at a given
time sample, and a contour map of the distribution of the corresponding values over
the scalp is constructed (2). Brain mapping is attractive enables the viewing of the
EEG activity at a given moment in a single image. Brain maps are often displayed
using color video technology (1). However, an understanding the temporal behavior of
the EEG is required in order to get a benefit out of brain mapping. One should also
remember that a brain map is always the representation of a statistical variable.

Brain mapping has been used in studying normal brain physiology and for clinical
purposes. Such maps are often used to represent steady states, but they can also be
used for dynamic states induced by some event such as sensory stimulus or movement
(3). In most cases, the main clinical interest lies in differentiating between normal and
pathological activity and following up the course of the pathological process. It can
also be used to demonstrate abnormal cases to clinicians not familiar with
multichannel EEG.
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Technically, brain mapping is a method of displaying an EEG signal on a 2D
surface using colors to represent different degrees of parameters (4,5). Usually the
surface where the field is displayed is planar and circular. If Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI) or Computer Tomography (CT) data is available, the diagnostic
capabilities of 2D brain mapping can be improved by displaying a projection plane
corresponding the real patient anatomy, i.e., circular area is converted to a region
appearing as a projection of the patient head (6-8). Real 3D brain mapping involves
the realistic anatomy converted to a 3D surface viewed from an arbitrary direction.
The result is a 3D image of the patient's head together with a colorful surface
representing potential field distribution.

The aim of this study was to develop fast and versatile PC/l[indows-based software
and algorithms to produce and display 2D and 3D brain maps. Other aim was the
ability to use varying source data (different EEG signals and medical images). The
software was constructed to visualize both scalp and intracranial EEG distributions.
The functionality and versatility of the software was demonstrated in several patient
cases, in which different MR images and EEG signals were employed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The process of displaying 3D brain maps consists of several stages. First electrode
locations are approximated or alternatively detected from MR images. E.g., in MR
imaging such locations can be marked using particular oil capsules. We have earlier
developed a program to detect marked electrodes from MR image stack (9). However,
if markings are not available there are various techniques to compute the locations
(10). First, some anatomical locations such as nasion, inion, and pre-auricular nodes
are defined. That enables the computation of the plane perpendicular to the crown of
the head. Thereafter the electrode locations can be calculated using analltical
geometry. It can be implemented e.g., by a set of lines following the surface of the
head. Due to the interactive character of the developed program, the user can select
starting points directly from MR image stack using a mouse-controlled cursor.
Thereafter the program defines automatically the electrode locations.

The next step is to generate triangles by using the electrodes as apices. That can be
implemented, for example, by applying heuristic triangulation methods (1 1).
However, when the number of electrodes is relatively small (e.g., 10-20 system), pre-
defined and optimized triangle mesh can be written into the program code. Virtual
electrodes are generated between the real electrodes thus increasing the number of
triangles. That feature improves the shape of the generated triangle mesh for modeling
the head better. The potentials of the virtual electrodes are computed using weighted
averages of the surrounding electrodes. An example of a triangle mesh for the 10-20
electrode model is presented in Fig l.

For displaying EEG potentials we designed several color maps, such as

frozen/heated object spectrum, RGB spectrum, Blue-White-Red spectrum, etc. The
frozen/heated object spectrum seems most natural; The spectrum changes from dark
blue (negative) to white (neutral) and then to dark red (positive). An example of this
color map is presented in Fig 2. When an EEG signal sample is linked to the color
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map it is possible to display the entire potential field using colors. For this purpose we
applied Gouraud shading (12) so that the colors corresponding to potentials in triangle
apices were interpolated over the triangles. Such method enables a smooth linear
interpolation between electrodes and the result is an image representing electric fields
on the surface of the head.

FIG. 1.. A 2D presentation of first triangle mesh of the 10-20 elechodes. Grey circles represent
virtual electrodes and the black circles real electrodes.

In order to develop it towards 3D effects, the methods of image fusion and ray
casting (73) were applied. Ray casting is a common method that can be applied in 3D
visualization of any voxel based data, especially in medical imaging. Our
implementation of ray casting begins by computing the Z-buffer for a MRI set. The Z-
buffer is a 2D matrix representing the surface of a 3D object (e.g., the brain) located
inside a 3D matrix (MRI set). Because the Z-buffer is a 2D representation of 3D data,
it can be obtained for one projection plane at a time. The next stage is to smooth the
Z-buffer using averaging, and then compute a surface gradient which is a 2D matrix
representing the shape of the 3D surface. When applied to MR image of the head the
result is a 2D matrix representing the surface gradient of the patient head. Several
shading methods, such as Gouraud (12) and Phong (14) can be utilized to display the
matrix as a 3D bitmap. When this 3D bitmap and the 2D bitmap representing electric
fields are combined (image fusion) the result is a 3D image presenting electric fietds
on the surface of the patient head. The image fusion can be implemented, e.g., by
applying transparency or simply by using the following formula [1]:

iDBM,r6fu,Y)=2DBM,euk,t)-3DKx,Y) tll
In the formula 3DBM represents the 3D brain mapping image, 2DBM stands for the

2D brain mapping image, and 3DI represents the inverted 3D patient anatomy image.
An example of our 3D brain map can be seen in Fig 2.
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FIG. 2. The 3D presentations of electric fields. A) The 3D Brain mapping using 64 channel EEG
data, B) The intracranial EEG for the 10-20 electrode system (21 channels), C) The electric field on the
surface of the scalp caused by three dipole sources, D) The electric field on the surface of the brain
caused by the same dipole sources.

A fast algorithm was developed to reduce the spatial blurring of EEG sigrrals (15).
During their propagation through skull and scalp, the electrical signals have been
attenuated, distorted and dispersed, therefore the measured EEG signals do not
contain much spatial information. Our algorithm produces an estimate of the
"intracranial" EEG, that is, how the EEG would appear before it propagated through
skull and scalp. The algorithm is based on surface Laplacian derivation equation [2],
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in which L is the Laplacian of the scalp potential V at a scalp surface point (ay). The
algorithm uses realistic surface model, and estimates the signal attenuation from local
skull and scalp thickness values. Since skull and scalp geometry can be pre-compiled,
the algorithm can calculate surface Laplacian values as fast as they can be recorded.
Surface Laplacian values were calculated from 21 and 64 channel recordings (15).

For displaying "intracranial" EEG, a specific L\RD (Image enhancement,
Amplitude segmentation, Region growing, and Decision trees) segmentation algorithm
(161 was used to detect the surface of the brain from MRI data. In addition, the
thickness of scalp and skull was obtained from the segmented data. An example of
"intracranial" EEG is shown in Fig 28.

The electric sources and fields of the EEG can be studied using accurate individual
resistive anatomical models (17,9,18). Representation of these results requires
advanced displaying methods. For this purpose we have developed a specific
computer program applying heuristic base-line triangulation methods (19) nd
advanced data structures. The idea of 3D brain mapping is similar to the above
mentioned method with some exceptions: The number of electrodes depends on the
number of surface triangles. The number of triangles depends on the number of voxels
locating on the tissue surface which is being visualized. The result is an image in
which the electric fields are presented extremely accurately (see Fig 2CD).

We have tested the developed computer programs with clinical data. MR images of
epilepsy patients and healthy patients have been acquired using a 0.5T General
Electric MRI unit. The resolution of images was 250 X 250 pixels and the number of
slices was 99. In addition, we have a collection of different EEG signals acquired from
the patients including spontaneous EEG, epileptic discharges, and Visual Evoked
Potential (VEP) signals. The signals were measured using Nervus@ and Cadwell
Easy@ equipment with 2l and64 channel electrode systems.

IMPLEMENTED SOFTW AII F'

The 3D-EEG pro$am was developed for 32bit Windows operating systems
(Win95, Win98 and WinNT) applying graphical user interface enabling intuitive and
efficient operation. The minimum requirements for the hardware are 16MB of RAM
and l6bit-color display with the resolution of 800 X 600 pixels. An example of the
program's appearance can be seen in Fig 3.

The execution of the progmm begins with the opening of a MR image set. For this
purpose we have developed a simple data structure including information about the
resolution and size of the images together with the image data. Any knew MRI format
can easily be converted to this format. After the image stack has been opened the user
selects the nasion, inion, and pre-auricular locations using the mouse controlled cursor
(Fig. 3A). Appropriate threshold coefficient for ray casting can be defined if the
automatic definition is not sufficient. Thereafter, 3D images of the patient's head can
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be displayec'l irr different projection planes that can be selected by pressing the
prolection buttons (Fig 3B)

When an EEG signal is opened, the prograrn automatically displays the potential
field as a 3D brain nrap. Furthermol'e, one EEG channel at a time can be displayed as

a curve (Fig 3B).'fhe user can select the EEG sample to display in 3D either by
stepping the signal l'orward and backward or by selecting a sarnple with the cursor. A
set ol samples can be selected by dragging the cursor over the EEG signal. Thereafter
that part of the signal can be displayed as an animated 3D brain rnap. Potential field
distribution can also be displayed in 2D
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FIG.3. The lD EEG progranr. A) After a MRI stack is opened, nasion, inion, etc., are selected using
Inouse controlled cursor. B) When an EEG signal is opened. 3D head nrodels can be displayed together
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EEG BRAIN MAPPING

RESULTS

The performance of the software was verified with a 200MHz Pentium
WindowsNT workstation and a MRI data set of 100 slices (250X250 pixels each). For
each set of data, pre-processing procedure is required consisting of three steps.

1. The MR images must be converted to the internal format of the program requiring
about 20 seconds of processing.

2. The definition of electrode locations and the generation of triangles between
electrodes requires 20 seconds.

3. The 3D reconstruction from MRI using ray casting requires 2 seconds of
processing per projection.

Refresh rate of the animated 3D EEG map is about six images per second (10-20
electrode system, 48 triangles). Hence is it possible to study EEG information as a

smooth animation. 48 triangles between the electrodes appeared to be sufficient.
Increasing the number improves displaying accuracy but makes the animation slightly
slower. The visualization program to display computed potential fields operates
slower due to greater number of virtual electrodes. E.9., u MRI set of 100 slices
consists of 100000 triangles and rendering requires a minimum of 3 seconds (200MHz
Pentium). On the other hand, the image qualiry is better.

When comparing calculated electrode locations to marked ones, little variability is
noticeable. ff calculated locations are not sufficient, marked locations can be used
instead. In clinical situation. that is recommended.

DISCUSSION

3D brain mapping together with digital EEG is useful in various neurological
examinations, particularly in the interpretation of a set of signals. This combination
enables the optimization of temporal and spatial information for each condition.

3D EEG maps together with tissue segmentation (20) w1ll become an option in
several commercial EEG software packages. Segmentation is crucial in producing
"intracranial" maps. One of the advantages of our software is the possibility to use real
patient anatomy instead of standard head models. Due to the increasing capabilities of
digital imaging devices it will soon be possible to use 3D brain mapping in clinical
use. Together with the fast "cortical" EEG method and computer model, the software
will be useful particularly in epileptic studies.

Even if the personnel of EEG (measurement) laboratories are skilled, the exact
placement of electrodes is difficult. That fact can be demonstrated by repeating
electrode placement procedure and comparing differences. Therefore the calculated
standard electrode locations are not always accurate enough for clinical purposes.
Especially in intracranial EEG maps erroneous results may be obtained.

Practical problems arise in utilization of this kind of multimodal software due to the
availability, transfer, and formats of the digital clinical data. At the moment our
software uses simple data formats to obtain MR images and EEG signals. In the future
we will develop particular filters to enable the use of some standard data formats, such
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as Distributed Continuous object Management (DICOM) for MRI and Euro Data
Format (EDF) for EEG. Also visual appearance of the 3D EEG can be improved by
several techniques. E.g., the triangular mesh can be replaced by a parametric surface
applying splines (21). Tt addition, the appearance of 3D images of the head can be
enhanced using more advanced techniques, such as marching cubes (22) and ray
tracing.

CONCLUSIONS

Efficient algorithms and software were developed to present 2D and 3D EEG brain
maps based on individual patient MR images. The implemented software applies
several image processing techniques, such as ray casting, heuristic trianguiation,
Gouraud shading, and image fusion. According to the tests, the software operates
rapidly and produces high quality images. It can be applied in the visualization of 2l
and 64 channel EEG signals and computer modeled electric fields. The software may
serve as a model for utilizing the multichannel EEG technology which will be
available in the future as a clinical tool.
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